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W BOWLIt G-GOLF GUIDE?
WHAVE:IARPENED TQ ARCHERY AND FEIlCING?

Wind's tip? Itls dchanging time for'girls and women in/sport and the
National AsSociatiOn for Girl and Nomen in Sport is chang-
ing.Many.of yon/have been expressing concerns for years regarding pats
terning of- Guiries., Well, ,the Guide,Committees, for Bowling, Golf,
Archery,and FFFicing discussedihisney.format and ttroughtit wtlulst
inset the needs of our readers:So, this is the pattern you'll sea fOr bowling
and golf. The/new NAGWS Archey-Fent-ing Guide was published/in
May 1978 and will be good throtighiMay.1198q. /

What do you think? Let us know your reactions to these el-ranges, It/ts
our hope to expand NAGWS services to better meet, the needs 'of.
teachers, coaches, administrators and officials. So contact any NAGWS
officer, members oQthe Guide Committees, the Guide 'Coordingt- s or

rite:

NAGWS Executive DiTector
1201 Sixteenth Street N_ -
Washington, DC 20036
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FOREWORD

Greetings on behalf of Nes, NAGWS Board of
Directors. We are appreciative of the work our
teachers; coaches, officinliP and administrators
'do for Girls acid Women in Sport at all levels of
competition. Our publications are desigrted to
meet your needs. If you have suggestions for
changes' or additions we would be receptive to

`I urge you to take advantage of our
ceaOles conferences and events sponsored by
structures4INAGWS.

.. Best wishes in your work and our joint efforts in4, Building To-
mcrrow.To4ay ... committed to quality and equality.

L. Leinu5 Morrison
NAG WS enttl



NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR
GIRLS'ANO WOMEN p11 SPORT

The7 National Association an Girls ,and: Women in Sport is a
nonprofit -educational- organization designed to serve the needs of
vaiticipants, teaA oiers,-coaches, leaders and administrats lir sports
;Programs for girls and women. It.is One of seven 'associations of the
American Alliance fir Health, Physical Educltion, and Recreation.

Purpose

The purrmesc ofthe NationALAssociafion` for Girls_and Warren in
Sport is to foster the development of sports prograr
enrichment.of the life 'of the participant.

11%,

Beliefs 7 7

I
The National Assgtiation for Girls and omen in Sport believes

that:
Sports are an integmil part of the culture-`n which we live.

grSports proams are a part of the tkitareducational experien e-N
e participant when cqnducted in educational institutions.
Opportunities for instruction and participation in sports ppro-

priate to her skill level should be included in the experience weryl_
girl.

Sports skills and sports participation are valuable social an
recreational took which may be used tobenrich the lives of won en in
ourloctety.

Eompetitio% and coo cation may he demons%ated in all sports
programs, althoug the y e and intensity '6f the competition and
cooperation Will ary wit the degree or level of skill of the
participants,

An underitanding Of the relationship between co ipetition and
cooperatiorr and the utilization oti bothewithin the accepted
frame*cirk of our society is one of the desirable dutilomes of sports
participaiioo.' '

Physical actiVity.is important in the, maintenance of the vneral
health cif the p'articipant. .

Participation in sports contributes the de-,telopment of self-
confidence and to the establishment of desirable interpersonal,
relationship-

Fu ons

he National Association for Girls and Women in Sport promotes
sirable sports programs through: . A

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR GIRLS AND OMEN IN SPORT



1. Formulating and publRizing.guidinig principles and standards for
the administrator, leader, official, and player.

2. ,Publishing and interpreting rules governing spOrts for girls and
women.

3. Providing the means for trainilit..evaluating, and rating officials.
4 Disseminating information on. .the conduct of girls and women's

sports. ,

5 Stimulating, evaluating, and .disseminating research in the field of
girl$ and women's sports.

6. Cooperating wkth allied groups interested in girls and women's
sporti ordet to formulate .policies and rules that affect the
conduct' f women's s orts,

7 Providing opportunities ore t e eve oirrnip among
girls and women for the conduct' of their sort programs.

1 0
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STANDARDS IN SPORTS FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN

Standards in, sports activities for girls and women should be based
upon the following:

Spoils activities for :girls and women should be taught, coached
and olliciated by. qualified women whenever And; wherever

possible.
2; Programs should provide every girl with a wide variety of

ivities.
3. The results of compentfor should be judged in terms of benefits\ to the participants rather than,by the winning of championships

etie advantage to schools or organiza-
tions.L.

Health and Safety Standards far Players

Careful%upervision of the health of all players must he provided
'by
1. An examination by a qualified physician
2. Written permission bylli qualified physician after serious illness or

injury t x
3.- Removal of players when they are injured or overfatigued or

show signs of emotional instability
4. A healthfulsafe, and sanitary environment for sports activity
5 Limitation of competiiion to a lieographical area which- will

perm-rers to return at reasonable hours; provision of 'safe 4

°transportairon.
Generef-Pefieles

I: Select the members of all o that they play against those of
approximately the same ability a maturity.

2. Arrange the schedule of games and practices sO as not to 'place
demands on the team or player %Olen would _jeopardize_ the
educational objectives of the comprehensive snorts-program.

3. Discoutagc any girl from practicing with or playing with-, a team
for more than one group while competing in that sport during the

'same sport season.
4. Promote social events in corinktiOn with all forms of compe-

tition.t awn .

SOURCES OF INFORMATION ANO SERVICE

All requets airinformation about services should be addressed
to: Executive Director, National Association for 3irls and Women
in-Sport (NAGWS), AAFIFEK. 1201-16th Street, N.W., Washing-
ton. D.C. 20036.

STANDARDS IN SPORTS FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN



NATIONAL COACHES COUNCIL

The National Coaches Council was fornietkbY the NAGWS tc

(2)

-

provide a channel of direct ctimmunication among coaches
at all educational levels 1"

assist in the formulation and dissemination of guiding
principles, standards and policies for conducting competi-
tive sports progrArns for girls and women

( (3) keep members informed of current coaching techniques and
tfrends

(4) sponsor Elinics ap eoiclaferices in sp-orts-and-coaching skills
(5) .provide input from coaches to uscsc sports committee3

represeniative assembly '

(6) promote cooperative efforts with 'other sports-centered
( organizations

(7) provide a united body for positive political action in the
realm of girls and women's athletics.

Academies fof .10 sports have been established. (Note the aPPli-
catiou blank for specifie listings.) Membership in each Aca&my is
open to any coach' of girls of women's sports or any interested per-
son. Annual dues for AAI-IPER members are $5.00 for one Acad-
emy. Non-AAHPER members pay $15.00 annually for member-
ship in one Sport Academy. Membership for each additional Acad-
emy is $2.00. The $10.00 non - membership fee may be applied at
any time toward AMIPER 'membership:

Gtilvolve d . . JOIN NOW.

12

For information e:

National Coaches Council
NAGWS/AAHPER

1201 Sixteenth Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20036

NAGW OWUN4101,F GUIDE



tw

Sports Academies of the NATIONAL COACHES COUNCIL

National Association for Girls and Women in Sport AAtLPER
1201 16th St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036

NAME _

ADDRESS

last rus

et

4

FOR OFFICE USE:
DT: AMT.

city state zip

AAHPER MEMBERS: Membership number as it appears on your journal label:

Teaching/c-oackling level (please check): College Jr College.

Jr. High Eleinentary r_ Other
Please check the academies you wish to join:* 0 Badminton 0 Basketball 0 Field Hockey

0 Gymnastics 0 Satball 0 Swimming/Diving D Sy_ nchronized Swimming 0 Tennis

D Track & Field_ 0 Volleyball
I am willing to serve on ail Academy committee: c]

* AAHPER members: $5.00 for one Academy and $2.00 for each additional Academy. Non-AAHPER

members: $15.00 for one Academy and $2.00. each additional-Academy. ($10,00 non-membership'

fee may beapolied at any time toward AAHPER membership.)

Please send AAHPER membership infor

High School

ion: -- yes no

1



NAGWS SPORTS GUIDES COMMITTEES
INTEREST INDICATOR

The NAGWS Sport Guide Committee is endeavoring to broaden
its base of personnel and to strengthen services to Guide readers. The
purpose of this fOrm is to offer readers an opportunity to join es in
meeting this need. Please complete this form and send it to the
Associate Guide Coordinator-elect, Sharon Van Oteghen, DHPER,
Memphis State University, Memphis, TN 38152.

Name

Professional Address'

City State ZIP Code

I Check the Sport Commdtee(s) which would be- of interes
you:

_Aquatics
Archery

_Badminton

competitive Swimming
Cross-country Track ,

=Cross-country Skiing
Caving

__Fencing
_Field Hockey

nag Football
_Golf
_Gymnastics

Lacrosse
orienteering s

Racquetball
_skiing

2. Would you like to serve as atember of
of your interest? _Yes No

3. Would you consider submitting an article to a Guide Committee
as a prospective author? Yes No
Possible topic orlitle

4 Can you suggest topics for articles which you would like to have
included in future Guides" Mope indicate sport./

-cur
SOftball
Speedball
squash
synchronized Swimming

am Handball
Tennis

_Track and Field
_Volleyball

water Polo
Sports Guide Committee

5. Are there others whom you would recommend for consideration
as possible committee members or authors? Please indicate below.
(Use additional paper, if necessary.)

,Name Spor

Professional Addr
.

City State Zip Code
sports committee Member n Prospective Author .17 (Check one)

INTEREST INDICATOR I
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COLLEGIATE DIVISION OF THE WIBC

The Collegiate Division of the Women's International Bowling Con-
gess has been in operation on college campuses since September 1966.
In its first season, 35 leagues were sanctioned and 1,003 WIBC member-
ships were issued to college women. For information about this popular
program, request a Collegiate Division information packet from:
Women'sr International Bowling Congress, Collegiate Division, 5301
South 76th Street, Greendale, WI 53129.

Membership is open to all women students of colleges, universities and
junior colleges who meet their school athletic participation requirements.
Membership tees are 'nominal. Amateur competitive status is mandatory
for membership and participation in AAC or WIBC National Collegiate
Division Tournaments. Its eligibility rule is reprinted below.

Eligibility and Amateur Standing Rule
Collegiate Division of ABCAVIBC

1. General EliibilityIntracollegiate. Competition MemBluship shall
be available to all students who are enrolled in any institution of
higher education and who meet the r"quirements of the institutifiri
for such parficipation..

2. Specific EligibilityIntercollegiate Competition Eligibility shall be
determined by the institution, conference or sponsoring collegiate
association regulations for intercollegiate athletics.

3. National Collegiate Division TourrAlkhent Eligibility
To maintain amateur status for such a tournament a bowler'
must not
a. Bowl, substitute-or pace in any league or tournament or any other

bowling competition where money or merclidndise prizes are listed
as awards. (Note: Individual intercollegiate athletic awards and
similar mementos shall be.limitea to those approved and adminis-
tered by the institution or its conference or sponsoring. collegiate
association in keeping with traditional college requirements as to
what constitutes an acceptable award.)

b. Accept personal assistance from a professional games
organization or a commercial organization which clearly implies
endorsement of any product.

c. Coach for money.
d. Accept pay for a radio or television appearance other than expense

that might be reasonably incurred in travel to and frorn the studio.
COLLEGIATE: DIVISION OF THE WIDC

21



Coiripete for and accept scholarships
awarded on bowling s

only.
4. Any violation of general playing rules that would result in 'suspen-

sion froth the adult organization will result in loss of collegiate

division Membership.
(Note: Bowlers undey suspension or ineligible

for WIBC and ABC membership are ineligible, for membership in

the Collegiate Division.)
5. All awards for leagues and tournaments sanctionedby Ale Collegiate

Division must conform to amateur standards as estaiirli;hed by the

Collegiate Division.

NAGWS 60 LIN OLF lame



DEVELOPMENT OF "IN-SCHOOL"
BOWLING PROGRAMS

Jean Yeager is cE public relatfons/rditor ut
.Bow Conaress itt Greendale, Wisconsin.

Atnenca tumor

JEAN YEAGER
Greendale, WI 53129

Question: Wiiat is an "in . school: bowling program?
Answer.. Various types of bowling programs may be considered as

ithschool" bowlitg programs:

(a) Physical education classes being given bending instruc-
tu on the gyninaSium floor.
(b) Physical education classes being en N.
Lion at' a bowling center.

(e) Physical education classes beingz gisvii fun -
Zlamental teaching on the 'gymnasium Hain anyl tl en avtual
bowling experience at a bowling center.
(d)- Croups within the school, swell- as lionT rto is being'
organized 'by the schall during school ;hours bit bowling
after school hours (generally considered intramural),

(e) Club groups within the schtrol bowling after school hotirs,
(ft Interscholastic bowling lezigue with, a want or teams
representing their school in competition with other school
teams.

egi Leagues orgatnied by bOwling center's cr OM's,
etre, through the school, and with school cooperaM dur-
ing school hours btu 1).1'4 after school hours,

Leagues being organizyd by bowling cfrnters, witlpchool
cooperation in announcing the program, fo howl alter school
hours..

Question: Who shall we approach to request ling pro -
grant the board of educe Ilan, school principal or physical
education teacher or dir tor? '

9 nDEVELOPMENT OF -itbScHogi," KW/LING- PROGRAMS V. 23



Question:
Arfswer:

.,.. 0/
ntact within the 3chool.sysiem should be based on

local oncjitions, individuals inrived and the program being

proposed. -
perally,,hysical edgcatsbn

teachers are more easily gon-

vinced axtsporis and recreation constitute their profession,

fio,weveCichool authorities at the higher level may resent an

approach'beiti made.to a teacher,gf you. obtain a gree of

approval from a teacher extreme sate. t. be exe ed not

to PtSt the teacher on ths spot in subs ssi ns with

-the-school principal or other authors
rile instances,

however, physical-education leache ermitted con-

siderable latitude
in'develdpment of t lystal education

curricujum. rk ..

Who ;1411 teach 6owlipk to school students?

Some states require licensed teachers for all claslps Xlii ring

;Orl h Other areas even require a licemed,teache4for 7

organized, after school activity
programs. ifn some cases,

school alitauthorities may temporarily license a qualified bowl:

ing instrfictor who may not be quIlified,;'under normal-

teaching /requirements.
1E1'n-ratty other instances no bowing "-

will be rectu_ eir As long as the bowling instructor is accept-

able/ to the school authorities.,

11` Question: If physical education teachers will. owling,- are tiy

qualified to do so? ,

,

Answer: Most physicale'ed
possibly willnot-The

qualified bowling ins raining course should be

instituted to teach them how to inVrvt bc wlin-g. .

If the plan is to teach only bowling
fundamentals, the basic

training given by 'AMC (outlined in w to Teach tRowling

& Orgqrtize AMC Leagues) will giv equate training. If

the plan is to teach bowling fundamentals on the gymnasium

floor, AJBC has an "In- School" Bowling Instruction Format

which adapts the basic teaching format =to gym floor

teaching. , -7" ,

Ilan extensive training course is to be given to the teachers, .

AJBC can furnish you with a copy of-ii the Guide to

Teaching Bowling. which is a 16-hour bowling instruction

format designed for physical education teachers. Included in

4.

NAQWS ElOWAG.904i' GUIDE



Question:
Answer:

the course is the history of bowling, bowling s ecif'ications,- ,
bowling fundamentals, advanced teaching technivesk
teaching the handicapped, scorekeeping, and-skill gradiilg.,

Bowling people who are to teach school students should also
be given a training course so everyone involved will teach
with the same format. Certain:bowling terminology must be
watched carefully in order to adapt it to a situation which

'' may be somewhat strange to a bowling instructor. The bowl-
ing instructors\must now regard themselves as physical
idolFation to chers and conduct themselves actoieltngly,

What will constitute the bowling curriculum?
`14he rriculum most be adapted to serve the pulpose in-filzil
ten el, to fit the number of hours the stsidents will be tak- if
ing bowling -instruction and the length of the teaching

, periods. _

11' 9

A planned and outlined curriculum is a must prior to ap-
proachi-ng scItool :Authorities. ,Remember, there are un-
doubtedly people in your community with other activities
*Lich they feel are just as beneficial to boys and girls as we
feel bowling is for them. Do rot -roach school authorities_
by saying van would like to have their students come to the
bowling center and learn, to bowl. All of the others with other
activities consider worthwhile also would like to be'ex-
tended t

IV
e same privilege by the school. Plan a curriculum

based on the knowledge you have_ff the conduct of your
school progamming. 11 curriculum may need extensive

;
nevi on to fit the nee of the school. However, you will have
g- the school peo .'a base frorii which they may start.

Question: Who will provide transporttion from the school to the bowl-
ing center ,;

Answer: Some sthoopsystems n and operate theii- school buses
while (Atlas use buses from privately opefated firms. The
transpsiNtiori problem is generally solved much easier in
the former ease. Any private transportatio9 used should be
checked carefully for adequate insuriln6 coverage. Any
selected transflortation plan should be authorized by the
school authorities. S.

Transportation costs may be provided by the school or bowl-
ing center or they may be consideredin a fee to be paid by
he students-pr the school.
OF "IN-SCHOOL- DOWLING PROGRAMS 22 , 25



Question; 'Flow are schools or students charged fors-bowling^fees?

Answer: Some boWling proprietors, eager to institute a school beveling

prpgrani, will prryzide facilities without cost. floVever, eau-

\ lion must be exercised in this'regard to avoid commenci a

tinuc. Severe criticism will result if an attempt is m - to\program which the proprietor may find impossible to col"

adea fee in order to continue the prograq 4.--

, 'A stipulated fee based on the number of games to be

bowled,,number of lanes to be used or on an imurly rental

basis may be used Such cost may be born by the school or

deaf paying on an individual basis.
..,,

pay an indivithfalTee, the teacher should eol-
ieksindents, prior to their areival at the lanes.
considerable time may be wasted at each session

fed. ft also removes the collecting of tees from

on ofritic who may be in the bowling center.,

GeneFally, whelt-the school assumes the acct, the stipulated

fiat tee, rrangement is preferred as it makes it,more feasible

for projection into the physical education budget,

Any type of wayment must necessarily be authorized by

School authorities. A written contract is suggested to avoid

any misunderstanding.

ues What msurance coverage is necessary?
Q

saver; If studepts wilt be traveling to a bowling center, as If el

check to nee whether the school has insurance coveltge

students. Check with the bowlingthe.
or tc; be sure

the bowling center has adequate liability insi ranee to'cover

any eventuality, As pointed out previously. any method of

transportation used should be covered with adequate liabil-

ity insurance.

Question: What is the proprietor:s responsibility?

Answer: The proprietor's primary
responsibility is to reserve ample

space for the students for the specified dates and hours for

the scheduled'phySical education classes, No exceptions to

this schedule shpuld:be permitted.

A minimum of One lane per three students is recommended.

Clean rest rooms, a quiet atmosphere and complete co-

operation and assistance with ttle instructor are essential.

Juke boxes, pinball machines and other contrivanceR should

26 23 NAOWS sowuNo-Gou aulDE



be disconnected. The instructor should not have tocompete
with distracting noises.

the sale or consumption of aoholic beverages must bee
_restricted from the area where the students are bowling.
A good guide is to remember this is akpllysical education
class and the same decorum to be found in the school gym
should exist at the bowling center:

Question: What is the instructor's responsibility?
Answer: \ The instructor must have and follow a planned curriculum.

Prior to the students' arrival, the instructor should arrange
bowling shoes in such a fashion that they will be readily
accessible to the students.upon arriyal at the lanes. Don't
waste time in getting the class onto the lanes. The bowling
balls of proper weights and sizes should be placed where
students can get them quickly and easily.

Of primary importance, the instructor must wake the cla`ss'
interesting, keep the class moving, start the class on time

,,and finish at the scheduled time. Problems will arise if the
class does not give back at The school for its next scheduled
class.

Question:
Answer:

Sn

What are the students' responsibilities`:

Students'at a bowling center must conduct themsetves in the
same mariner as is acCeptable at a physical education period
at school. They should not be permitted to smoke, buy or eat
food,-candy or soft drinks or linger at the lunch counialror in
the restrooms during bowling classes during school hours.

The instructor should expect from them the san attention
and participation as is expected in other physical education,
activities.

Our hope is this informal on urrnsh you with some
guidelines in the develop ent of -in-school" bowling ac-

,
tivities.

We will attempt to give you all possible assistance in develop-
ing an approach to your school authorities and of a satisfac-
tory curriculum if you will furnish sonic specific information
applicable to your locality.
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It you are to be successful in this endeavor we urge you to

go slowly and plan well.
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TECHNIQUES TO HELP;YOU IMPROV E.

kDICK RITGER,

Dick Ritger.; graduate Wisconsin state University at,LaCrosse..
is preSident ofihe_Professimull Bowlers Association and was recently
inducted into'the Bowling Nall of Fame. He conducts boAtt, clinics
throughout the country for colleges and universities and is Natured
in the A.B.C. publication,13owlers,Guide.

Develop the proper stonce by- having your
a) Feet close ulgether
b) Weight`on opposite starting foot
c) Knees slightly bent
d) Hold ball in line with bowling shoulder and shoulder in line with

target
e) Wrist fairly firm and' Straight ',
0 Thumb positioned toward. II o'clock
g) Eyes focused on target.
Develop a sight (ine.
icture in y9ur mind, and also draw. an imaginary line on the lane, the

path you wish the ball to take once it has been released. We call th,is d --

sight line.
Use three coordinates to develop your sight line:

a) The pin or pins
b) The target arrow or board
c) The,bowling shoulder

These three coordinates form a straight linesight line. Now align
your shoulder (and hall) sci.it is in position with this sight linewalk and
swing straight through your intended line /Sight line bowling improvesii
accuracy.
3. Develop a pendulum swing.

Do not muscle, force, push. pull or guide the ball. Develop a true pen-
"i'duluni swing.

You develop the feel for the pendulum by just letting the ball hang at
your side, pull your shoulder up slightly and then begin to swing the ball
easily. forward and back.

Keep swinging it and begin to feel the same ard and the

TECHNIQUES TO HELP YOU IMPROVE



same motion lback, same speed -forward and same speed back. Let the

weight of the ball continue to keep movement
forward and back in a true

pendulum feet. Do not use extra muscle or effort,''

This begins to give the feel of true pendulum, Now as you use your nor-,

anal approach you should begin to feel less muscle and more true pen-

dulum swing.
4 To help coordinate the pendulum' swing with the four steps in the

approach, just begin by moving the ball forward in the push away at

take our first step.
Ball forward and slightly ownwar 1-n-the-pushawayT-but-ball-anct_

foot move at exactly the same time.

The coordination of the fOur steps and pendulum swing will be in

rhythm throughout the approach if the puAaway and stem are

coordinated.
5. Develop "perfect- balance if possible at the release point. The better

the balancethe greater the accuracy, lift, ball control, thus pin

action, strikes and higher scores.

Balance should be held on the sliding foot, with a good knee bend,

follow-through In line with the intended path of the ball,and have the

shoulders at right angles to the intended target.

To help developgobd
balance, if 1..t is a problem

,
--

a) Keep your back foot on the'lloor while sliding,

b) Develop a deeper knee bend.,

c) Push . slightly -.downward with opposite the ball hand as you

approach. Thii creates counter balance and betterbalance.

6. Develop "concepts" of bow_ling,

a) .Develop a Hook Ball
The only way to become a high average bowler is to roll a hook ball.

The concept is that a hook ball. will not deflect as much as a

-straight ball upon contact with the One-three pocket. (right-

handed bciwler) thus less deflection means more strikes.

b). Develop a- concept for spare shooting by using a_ scientific spare

system.
There ak scientific spare systems based on mathematical

formulas which help bowlers improve their spare game im-

mensely.
c) Develop knowledge about the lane surface, why the ball and lane

react differently in different bowling centers. Develop a concept

about how is adjust to.the varying lane conditions.

Learn about the concepts
pertaining to ball hardness and ball

balance/vidight,
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For all of he above, search out a knowledgeable instructor an
or books., periodicals whic can give the current up-to-date in.'
formation.

2
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ADVANCED TEACHING TECHNIQUES

WI Action
at a ball does after it leaves your band Skids, ro11s and takes.

Normal figures released by the ABC:

Normal Too Fast Too Slow

Skids
Rolls
Takes

Total 60'

The amount that a normal ball takes is 20.' A slow ball has 30' of take.

That is why &slow ball fades and dies, This is the cause of 8-10, 5-pin,

other leaves, The ball dies before reaching the pins.

The speed ball has a skid of 30,' the roll is the same as 25, ' but it has

only 5' of take. This is the reason a speed ball does not hook.

Speed of the BallIncresaing Or Decreasing:

Increasing Speed (Check)

1. Using weight of ball
2. Ball held higher
3. More
4. Higher
5. Faster
6. Longer

(Timing)
(Starting Position)
(Pushaway)
(Backswing)
(Approach)
(Approach)

Decreasing Speed

Arm not forcing
ball
Ball held lower
Less
Lower
Slower
Shorter

One of the above, or any
combination of he six, can be used to increase

or decrease the speed of the ball.

*Reprinted by ission of The American Junior Bowling Congress.
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Major or key Faults

1. First step too fast. (Results: Races to the foul line. Arm swing is late.
Causes an abrupt stop at the foul line. The arm swing is trying to
catch up and is jerky. Bowler hops at the foul line.)

2. No pushaway. Slave a forced back swingnot natural. (Results:
poor timing; no consistency to delivery, one is too fast and one is too
slow; poor follow-through or no follow-through.)

3. Too high a backswing. Ball is too fast. (To lower backswing: tell ,

them-not-to-pass-their-body ,1 mm iek-to -break-a- tj igh -back
swing. Normally, the ball will go past the body but will reduce the
backswing to where it is normal.)

4. Incorrect swing of the arm. Sidearming the ball.
5. Not facing target in starting position.
6. Too long a first step. (Bowler off balance.)
7. First step to the right or left instead of straight at thc,target.
8. Too long a second step (throws off the timing).
9. Shoulder back on the 3rd step (on a 4-step delivery).

10. Pause or hesitation after or on one or more of the steps.
11. Last step is a lunge for the foul Jine. (To correct: have them

deliberately sloe down the last step.)

ADVANCED TEACHING TECHNIQUES

o
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America Bowls a 16mm, IS min., sound, b Free loani-2)-7--
Presents the C Tour9ament. Includes many scenes of tourna-

ment play featuring Joe Mman, Buzz Fazio, Joe Non-is, Buddy

Bomar and Don Carter. 4

gwling. 16mm, 15 mm., sound, ,color; Free loan (2). Entertainment

film, showing scenes of Don Ellis performing trick shots in bowling.

owling Fever. 16nun, 12 min., sound; blk,/, Free loan (2) Presents

'howfifig techniques and the pleasures derived from ,bowling.

BowlitirFundamentaLs. 16mm, 15 nun., b&w. Rental S5 (3). ProblemS

of beginner with progress through instruction in grasp, stance, ap-

preach, release of ball, and follow-through.
Decision. 16mm, 20 min., sound, color. Free loan (2). Story of how a

woman's discovery oPbowling developed friends and interests.

Duckpin Bowling. 16mni, 10 min., sound, b&w, Free loan (2). An in-

teresting film and duckpin bowling ;eveiybody's game'. History of

bowling and basic instructions on how to enjoy the sport.

Fun on the Lanes: Young America Goes Bowling. 16mm, 17 min.,

sound, b&w. Free loan (1). 1964 AJBC league in action, Stows forma-

tion of. league, election of officers, league play, season-ending awards

.banquets.
,

King of the Pins. 16mm, 10 min., sound, b&w. Free loan (2). Shows Joe

Wilman and includes slapstick comedy by Buddy Hackett. Instruc-

tional as well as entertaining,
Lets Roll with the Champions. 16mm, 15 mm., sound, b&w. Free loan

(2), Features the St. Louis Budweiser bowling team demonstrating

basic fundamentals of bowling and performing precision trick shots,

New Horizons. 16mm, 20-min., sound, color. Free loan (2). Informative

film about how a bowling ball and pin are made. A trip to one of the

Brunswick factories shows the making and operation of the automatic

piritetter.
On The Spot.: 16mm, 121/2 min., sound. Free loan (1, 2, 4). Dick Weber,

Dave Davis and Judy Cook demonstrate the importance of choosing a

.3

VISUAL AIDS

- Revised by ALICE GAiISEL
University of Wisconsin

Ban Claire, W1 54701

distributors listed on page 37.
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target on the lane over which, to roll the ball. Sever41 basic spare pick-
ups are explained. Film uses slow motion stop action, overprinted
diagrams and. split-screen presentations.'

Tell It to the Girls. Ibriint, 22 min., sound. Free loaii (4). WILIC services
are described by a typical league member.

Tenpin Showcase. 16mm, 181/2 min., noun b&w. Free loan . In-
cludes highlights of ABC Tourname college charnpio and

asters Tournarnent.
he Foul Line- 16mm, 121/2 min., sound. Free loan (1, 2, 4). Dick ME

ieier emonstra es aYm ac swing, he walk-tcrthe on! line an
popper ball release, Judy Cook shows how to do these in a feminine
style. Film uses slow motion, stop action, overprinted diagrams and
split-screen presentations.

Top Star Bowling. limp, 50 min., sound, b&w. Free loan (3).
Brunswick has made available 49 filmed matches from the current Top
Star .Bowling Television Series. Programs; 7Joy Abel vs Marion
Ladewig; 20-Shirley Garms vs LaVerne Carter; 33-Judy Audsley
vs Marion Ladewig; and 46Jiinbel vs LaVerne Carter.

Who's Keeping Score. 16riim, 12 min., sound, color. Free loan -(3), An ,

interesting and informative film about the latest innovations in bowl-
in. Shows how the'Brunswick Atitornatic Scorer completely eliminates
manual storekeeping and adds more fun and excitement to the game
through its computerized system.

Film Distributors

(1) American Bowling Congress, Film Library, 1572 E. Capitol Dr..
Milwaukee, Al 53211.

(2) Brunswick Corporation. Bowling Division Film Library, Don
200 S. Chester St., Park Ridge, IL 60068.

(3) RCM's Films, 1696 N. Astor St., Milwaukee. WI 53202.
(4) Women's International Bowling Congress, Film Dept, 5301 S. 76th

St., Greendale, WI 53129.
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TENPIN RULES AND REGULATIONS'

SCORING THE GAME

ame of American Tenpins shall consist of ten frames.

Each player shall bowl two a sun eac i o -the-first-nine,frames-except
sihetLshe shall make a striker A player who scores a strike or spare in the

tenth frame shall deliver three balls.
b, A ball is legally delivered when it leaves the bowler's possession and

crosses the foul line into playing territory. A bowling ball must be

delivered entirely by manual means and shall not incorporate any device

.either in the ball. or affixed to it which is either detached at tune of

,delivery or is a moving part in the ball during delivery except that any

perion who'Ns had her hand or tnajor portion thereof amputated may

use special equipment to aid in, grasping and delivering the ball providing

the-special equipment is in lieu of the amputee's hand.
c. yv h e n artificial or medical aid is necessary for grasping and

delivering the ball because of any other disability of the trand or arm, per-

mission to use the aid in sanctioned competition rfray be granted by the

WIBC under. the' ollowing conditions: .0

f. The aid does not incorporate a mechanical device with moving parts

which would impart a force or impetus to the ball.

2. A description or drawing and model of the aid is furnished to

WIBC.
3. A doctor's certificate describing the disability together with the

dritor's recommendation that the aid should be used is furnished

to WIBC.
If permission is not granted, the claimant shall have the right to appeal

to the WIBC Legal,Committee.
\

Should permissiotibe granted for the use of an artificial or medical

aid, a special identifiEllaion card (not a WIBC membership card) will be

issued to the applicant indicating that the aid may be used in sanctioned

competition providing the bowler has a current membership card and the

*

3o

reprinted with permission of the Women's International Bowling

Congress.
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use of the aid is'speeifically authorized
management.

Permission to ur the device may

he ',league or tournament

tlldrawn for cause.

i-I 2. i I 3
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r7TA arl el 05 a
57 76 5 95 104 124 14 152 180

STRIKE
r

Rule 2. Rstrike is recorded when the player completes a legal delivery
and bowls down the full setup of ten pins on the first ball. It is designated
by an (X) in the small square in the upper right corner of the frame
which the complete set of tea pins is bowled down with the first ball. The
,count in each frame where a strike is bowled shall be left open until the
player has completed two more deliveries. The maximum count on one
strike when followed by a spare is 20.

DOUBLE

Rule 3. When a player Lacf(vls two strikes in Succession legally delivered,
she shall have scored a .double. The count in the frame where the tirt
strike was bowled shat) be left open until the player has completed her
next delivery. When all pins are downed twice in succession, the count for
the first strike is 20 plus the number of pins knocked.down with the first
ball of the third frame following. The maximum count on a double figur-
ing a nine-pin count on the first ball following the second strikejs 29.

TRIPLE OR TURKEY

Rule 4. in scoring three successive strikes, the player shall be credited
with 30 pins in the frame in which the first strike was bowled. Thus, in a
game of ten full frames, a player Must bowl 12 strikes in succession in
order to bowl a game of 300.

SPARE

Rule 5. Any player who bowls down the remaining pins with a legally
delivered second ball in any frame has scored a spare. A spare is
designated by a (/) in the small square in the upper right comer of the
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'frame. The count in such frame proper is left open until the player shall

have bowled her first ball in the next frame following, when the number

of pins knocked dont by the 'first ball shall beadded to the ten pins

represented by her spare, and the total' shall be credited therein. 'When a

spare is scored, in the tenth frame, a third ball shall be bowled in that

frame.

ERROR

u .
hall-have-made-an-error-whemshelailsip bowl down

all ten pins after having completed two deliveries in a given frame pro-

vided the-pins left standing after the first ball is bowled do not constitute

a split. An error is designated by a (-) in the small square in the upper

right-hand corner of the frame in which the error is made. The number of

pins knocked down after the first delivery, before the player bowls at the

remaining pins, should be marked in the upper right corner of the frame.

The count in every frame where an error is committed shall be recorded

immediately following the player's delivery.

SPLIT

Rule 7. A split shall be a set up of pins remaining standing afte'r the first

ball has been legally delivered provided the headpin is down, and

1) At least one pin is down between two or more pins which remain

standing, as for example: 7-9, or 3-10.
(2) At least one pin is down immediately ahead of two or more pins

which remain standing, as for example: 5-6.

A split is designated by a (0) in the small square in the upper right-

hand corner of the frame in which the split occurs. The number of pins

down On the first delivery should be marked in the upper tight-

hand corner before the second ball is rolled.

PINFALL-LEGAL

Rule 8. Every ball delivered by theplayer shall count, unless declared a

dead ball. Pins must then be respotted after the cause for declaring such

dead ball has been removed.
(I) Pins which are knocked down by another pin or pins rebounding in

-play from the side-partition, rear cushion,or sweep bar when it is at rest

on the pin deck prior to sweeping dead' wood are counted as pins down.

(2) lf, when rolling at a full setup or in order to make a spare, it is

3 7
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discovered inirnediately after the ball has been delivered that one or more
pins are improperly set, although not missing, the ball and resulting pin-
fall shall be counted. It is each player's responsibility to determine if the
setup is correct. She shall insist that any pins incorrectly set be respotted-
-before delivering her Mall, otherwise she implies that the setup is satisfac-
tory. No change in the position of any pins which are left standing can be
made after a previous delivery in order to make a,spare, unless the pin
setter has moved or misplaced any pin after the previous delivery and
prior to the bowling of the next ball.

(3) Pins which are knocked down by a fair ball, and remain lying on
the lane or in the gutters, or which lean so as to touch kickbacks or side
partitions are termed dead wood and counted as pins3 ,n, and must be
removed before the next ball is bowled:

PINFALLILLEGAL

Rule 9. When any of the following incidents occur-)he ball counts as a
ball rolled, but pins knocked down shall not count:

(1) When pins are knocked down or displaced by a ball which leaves
the lane before reaching the pins.

(2) When a ball reboUnds from the rear cushi
(3) When pins come in contact with the body, arms or legs of a human

pin setter and rebound.
(4) A standing pin which falls when it is touched by mechanical pinset-

ting equipment, or when dead wood is removed or is kno4cd down
by a human pinsetter, shall not count and niust'be replaced on the
pin spot inscribed on the pin deck where it originally stood before
delivery of the ball.
Pins which are bowled off the lane, rebound and remain standing
on the lane must be counted as pins standing,

(6) It in delivering the ball a foul is committed, any pins knocked,
down by such delivery shall not be counted.

DEAD BALL

Rule 10. A ball shall be declared dead if any (if the following occur, in
which case such ball not count. The pin must be respotted after the
cause for declaring such dead ball has been removed and player shall be
required to rebowl.

(a) If, after the player delivers her ball and attention is immediately
called to the fact that one or more pins were missing from 4
setup.
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(b) When a human pin setter removes or interferes with any pin or

pins,before they stop rolling or before the ball reaches the pins.

(c) When a player bowls on the wrong lane or out of turn. *

(d) When a player is interfered with by a pin setter, another bowler,

spectator, or moving .object as the ball is being delivered and

before delivery is completed,' player must then and there accept the

resulting pinfall or demand that pins be respotted.

(e) When any pins at which she is boiling are moved or knocked

manner...asthe a er is deUver ng the tkall and before

the ball reaches the pins,
(f) When a player's ball comes in contact with any foreign obstacle.

NO PINS MAY BE CONCEDED

Rtile 11. No pins may be conceded and only those actually kno-cked

down or moved entirely' off the playing surface of the lane as a result of

the legal delivery of the ball by the player may be counted. Every frame

must be tompleted at the airne the player is bowlinglin her regular order.

REPLACEMENT OF PINS

ults 12. Should a pin be broken or otherwige-b dly c amaged during the

me, it-shall be replaced at once by another as early- ttiiiform in weight

d condition as.nspaible with the set in uib. league or tournament

officials shall in all cases be the judges in e matter of replacement of

such pins.
A broken pin des not change the score made by a bowler. The number

of pins knocked \f down are counted. after which the broken pin is re-

_placed.
BOWLING ON WRONG LANE

Rule 13. When only one player-of the lead-off on both teams bowl on the

wrong lane and the error is discovered before another player has bowled,

a dead ball shall be declared and the player(s) required to rebowl on the

correct lane(s).
When more than one player on the same team has bowled on the wrong

lane, the game shall be completed without adjus.4nent and the next

game Shall be started on the correctly scheduled
In singles match play competition, where a player normallA bowls'tive

frames each time it is her turn to bowl, and a player bowls arrta,wrong

lane for these two frames, a dead ball shall be declared and itip`pla)rer re

quired to rebowl both frames on the correct lanes providing the .,rror.- is
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discovered prior to the time the opposing player has made a:legal-
livery.'if the error is not discovered until the opposing player fins bowled,'_ i:
the score shall Count and the player shall be:required to bowl her subse= ..

quent frames on the correct lanes.
1

BALLS PRIVATE OWNERSHIP-.

R 1014. Bowling balkspsed ih fhe game and marked by the 'owners are
= nsidert&private---4badattherparticipantrInithe,gaineLak_prohibiled_

from using the same,WeAs the owner consents to shelf use.

Note: A bowling ball shall not be more than,16%potinds in.weight
Lifter drilling.

FOUL; DEFINITION oDP.

F4Ire 15. A foul is committed,- with no .leitig.credtted. the
Player although the ball counts as a ball'. rolled. Nvlien,-A krt or thecounts
bowler's person encroachesiipon or goes beyond,the foul line, d touches 0

any parrot' the lane, equipment:or building during of aftei`exeCtiting a
legal- delivery. A ball is play and a foul :may be called, after legal.
delivery has been made and until, thesame or another :player is on the apt..
mach in position to make a succeeding delivery. - ,`;

If the player commits a foul which is apparent to both capfairis or one
or.more members of each of the opposing teams competing in..a league or
tournament on the same pair of lanewhere the foul is coottnitteil,-61:lo

is official scorer or' a tournament oft cial. and the foul judge or,
umpirethrotigh negligence, fail to', see it committed -Or' au ABC approved
automatic foul detcct device fails ttf accord it, a foul shall nevertheless
be decla and so-r ded.

DELIBERATE FOUL

Rule 16. If a player deliberately fouls to benefit by the calling of a foul,
the player shall receive 0 pinfal 'that delivery and shall not be allowed
any further deliveries in that frang.

FOUL COUNTS )!%S .BALL BOWLED

..:Rule 17. A foul ball shall be recorded as 'a ball bowled by the player; but
any pins bowled down whdn a committed shall not count: When

'
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the player fouls upon delivering the first ball of a frame, all pins knocked
down must be respotted, and only those pins knocked down by the sec.
and ball may be counted. If she bowls down all the pins with her second
ball after fouling with the first, it shall be scored as a spare. When less
than ten pins are bowled down on the second ball after fouling on the
first, it shall be seored as an error. "V player who fouls when delivering her
second ball of a frame shall be credited withpnly thoso.pins bowled down
with her first ball, provided no foul was committed when the first ball was
delivered..Wilen a bowler fouls during the delivery lif her first ball in the
tenth frame and bowls down all ten pins with heitecond ball (making a
spare); she bowls a third ball and is credited with a spare plus the pins.
bowled down with the third ball. When a player louts while deliverinKher
bird ball in the tenth frame, only those pins ,_bowled down in delivering

per first two balls shall be counted.
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AJBC RULES COVERING ORGANIZATION
OF LEAQUES*

DEFINITION AND QUALIFICATIONS

Rule 100. Any league consisting of four or pore teams with a minimum
of two rnember6, per team, and bowling according to a prearranged-
schedule shall e -defined as a league, and may be sanctioned with the
American Junior Bowling Congress.
Rule 101. Singles leagues with a minimun-tof tbur junior members may
be sanctioned. Juniors bowling' with adults in leagues where no cash or
merchandise prizes are offered may also be sanctioned by AJBC.

Editor's Note. Awards to both adult o
to

bowlers in adult-
junior leagues must be confined to awards permitted in their
state under the AJBC eligibility rule. The maximum value per
award as outlined in the current AJBC Program must be fol-
lowed for both adults and juniors.

Rule 102. Such league, if sanctioned, shall bowl its schedule regularly
as provided in its Constitution.
Rule 103. AJBC leagues may consist of all boys or all girls, or boys and.
girls. Leagues may be organized to include bowlers of all age levels in the

same league, but AJBC special awards are based on the individual's age
division.

Editor's Note: AJBC age divisions based on individual's age as of
August 1 of the current season are

Bantams-12 years of age and under
Juniors-13 through 15 years of age
Seniors-16 through 21- years of age

*Reprinted with permission of the American Junior Bowting Congress.
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MEMBERSHIPMEMBERSHIP DUES

Rule 104. MoMbership in AJBC is open to all boys and girls, qualified
under the AJBC eligibility rule, who have not reached their 22nd birthday
on or before August I of the current bowling year Once sanctioned
under this rule an AJBC member is an eligible bowler until July 31 of the
current bowling year. unless under suspensio
Rule 105. The MK current membership ear runs from Augu
through July 31 of the following year Junior ombership shall expire n

July,,31 of the season in which issued exc t that membership will con-
tinue to be valid in tournaments until October 1 for those who are under
22 years of age on August 1. In addition membership issued in a league
which starts its playing schedule on or after March 15 shall be -valid for
the following season for those who are under 22 gears of age as of August
I. . ,

Rule 106. The AJBC membership fee shall be 50 cents per member
which shall be submitted to the local AMC association along with a
league sanction application (Fcirm AJ-6) and anz,i4dividual membership
application (corm AJ-14) for each member. The sanction application and
membership dues must be filed with the local AJBC association secretary
within 30 days after the start of the league's schedule. Supplementary
league members, must complete an individual membership application
(Form AJ-14) Which shall be submitted to the local AJBC association,

The payment of one AJBC membership fee entitles the member to par-
ticipate in any number of leagues. AJBC members participating in a
league other than the league through which they are sanctioned must
complete an individual membership application (Form AJ-14) for each
league in which they participate.
Rule 107. The local AJBC association shall be permitted to charge an
additional 50 cents as, its portion of the membership fee to help defray the
cost of local services to the AJBC members in the area In no case shall
the combined membership fee for an AJBC member exceed SI .do.
Rule 108. Membership in AJBC can be obtained through a league only
No unattached memberships are given. In a league comprised entirely of
junior bowlers, all participants must be members of AJBC. In adult-
junior leagues, all junior bowlers must be members of AMC if the league
is to be issiterd-.In'AJBC sanction. No league will be accepted for sanction-
ing directly-to the AJBC office.

Editor's Note: If there is no local AMC association crying the
area the sanction application will be tiled through the ABC local
association.
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Ru IF 109. A league whose schedule begins on or after August 1 and
'before March 15 is classified as a winter league. A league whose schedule
begins on or after March 15 and ends prior to October l is classified as a
summer league. Any league ending after October 1 will be classified as a
winter league in .the following bowling season, All members of such a
league are required to purchase the following season's membership
cards.

Where the number of junior bowlers is constant on each team in adult-
junior leagues all AJBC awards shall be made available. Where the
number is not constant, the junior members shall qualify for special
awards. League awards in such leagues shall be made available upon
special application to AJBC.

Rule 110.' AJBC Eligibility Rule

Members of the American Junior Bowling Congress may;
(a) Bowl for trophies, medals, emblems or other symbolic awards

within the maximum cost for such awards as established by the
statehigh school athletic association in their state.

(b) Bowl in events withiwthe stale of their residency and adjacent
states if the travel distance into another stc does not exceed 600
miles round trip, unless the state high sybool athletic association
rules in their state specify a lesser murffer of miles,
In the year of their graduation frofn high school compete in events
offering college scholarships or grants in aid if howling scores do
not constitute more than fifty percent (50%) of the considerations
for determining the recipients of such-awards, Such events must
conform with the state high school athletic association eligibility
rules,

Travel expenses must be disbursed by an adult except in instances
where an AJBC member is personally paying his own expenses.

Any member of AJBC, or any individual under the age of twenty-two
(22) who is not a member, who bowls, substitutA or paces in any type of
bowling competition where money or merchandise prizes are offered on
the basis of howling score, bowling skill or position standing, shall be in-
eligible for AJBC membership as of the date of such participation,

Note: Merchandise prizes shall be construed to include any prize.of
commercial or inteinsie value such as, but not limited to, free bowl-
ing games(s)bowling' equipment, personalized or other-
wisevacation tripstrading stamps etc.
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The period of ineligibility for AJBC membership shall be determined in

conformance with the individual state high school athletic association

rules by the State Junior Association Secretary acting on behalf of AJBC.

Such individuals shall be advised in writing of the period of ineligibility,

which shall be a minimum ofsixty (60) days but not to exceed one year.

Any bowler suspended or disqualified from the denied AJBC member-

ship by reason of this rule may make written application for membership

privileges to the local association secretary, but such application cannot

be granted until the applicant has concluded the specified period of in-

eligibility during which time he has refrained from competing in AMC

sanctioned competition and all bowling competition where money or m'er-

chandise prizes are listed as awards. Action on such application will be

considered in accordance with the provision of this rule and the respec-

tive state high school athletic association eligibility rule. Ineligibility re-

mains effective until the individuals have been notified in writing by the

state junior association secretary of their reinstatement.

The AJBC Eligibility Rule Applies:

1, To AJBC members and to applicants for AJBC membership

who violate the rule prior to such application,

2, To any type of bowling competitionleagues, tournaments,

open play, television events, etc.,whether sanctioned 'or un-

sanctioned, sanctionable or unsanctionable.

3. To bowling, substituting or pacing.
4. Whether there is on behalf of the youngster, personally 'or

otherwise, payment or nonpayinent to a prize fund, acceptance

of or refusal to accept a prize or portion thereof; scores being

counted or not being counted.

Rule 21. Derogatory Conduct. When a bowler is suspended from

membership in the AmeriCan Junior Bowling Congress for conduct

derogatory to the best interest of the game. he shall be prohibited and

disqualified from thereafter playing with an AJBC sanctioned league or

tournament until reinstated by the American Junior Bowling Congress.

Any such team which shall knowingly play such disqualified player shall

forfeit all games in which such player has taken part and such team may

be suspended from membeNship in the American- Junior Bowling Con-

gress.
4 o
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AJBC CODE

The AJBC suggests this code as a gin e o owling proprietors, in-
structors, coaches, and others interests junior bowling to assure a
program of wholesome environment, protected athletic eligibility
healthful recreation, and fun for young citizens.

No alcoholic beverages shall.be served or consumed in the area where
members of the American Junior Bowling Congress are engaged in
AJBC functions.

AJBC members shall refrain from smoking during the time any AJBC
function in which they are participating is in progress.
AJBC members shall not play pinball machines while any AJBC func-
tion or school bowling activity is in progiess.
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OFFICIAL DUCKPIN RULES*

TEAM MEMBERSHIP

1. In a live-man team league, a legal team shall consist of five bowlers,

four bowlers and one dummy or three bowlers and two dummies,- In a

four-man team league two dummies shall be allowed per team. In a

three-man team league only one dummy shall be allowed per team, In a

two-man team, or doubles league, one dummy may be allowed, at the op-

tion:of the league only (NoteThe members of the team may be regular

members of that team, alternate members of that team or alternate

ntemb'ers provided by the leagut% An
alternate bowler is a person bowling

in the place of a regular team member. A substitute bowler is a person

finishing a game that has already been started by a regular or alternate

bowler. A dunimy shall be considered as a regular member of the team

bu! not as a bowler. Any and all bowlers who are eligible to bowl with a

team at any time are eligible bowlers of that team and any, or all, such

bowlers may be used to constitute an eligible team.)

In a non-handicap
mixed league where a male member of the team is

absent, or is withdrawn from the lineup, he must be replaced with

another male bowler or with a male dummy score. Likewise, if a female

member of the team is absent, or is wit hdrawn from the lineup, she must

be replaced with another female bowler or with a female dummy score,

Excerpts In m rnies reprinted with permission or National Duckpin Bawling

Congress,
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(IV6tein handicap mixed leagues the use of male replacements for
female bowlers or female replacements for male bowlers is allowed with
the difference created in the handicap automatically taking care of such
changes.)

In a non-handicap "limited average- mixed league a male bowler may
replace a female bowler and a female may replaCe a niale howler.

PLAYER SUBSTITUTION

2. The captain of any team may withdraw any player, or dummy. in
any game and substitute any eligible player or a dtimmY, at any time, but
the player withdrawn shall not be eligible td again roll in the game from
which he was withdrawn. The score shall be credited to the bowler begin-
ning the game or completing a game started with a dummy or blind.

If a player withdraws and no substitution is made, the player's score
for the game is the total of his actual score plus the dummy score of the
league for each of the remaining frames of the game.

No recognition for any awards Rir', the National Duckpin Bowling Con-
gress can be given for any individual score in which a substitute (meaning
a bowler substituting for another bowler who has already started the
game) is involved.

DUMMY SCORE AS PINFALL

6. The dummy score, as regularly established by league rule, shall
count as pinfall in every instance fur the team being obliged to use such
dummy score, and also for league awards if the league so determines.

PLAYING LANES

7 The lanes. ithmediately -adjoining each other shall be used in all
games. The contesting teanis shall successively and in regular order roll
one frame on one'larie. andSor the next frame alternate and use the other
lane, so alternating each frame umil the game is completed. The teams
must start the folloWing game on ihe Name lanes on which the tenth frame
of the previous game was rolleth

.

Except that at the option of a league, 'tf,vo frames may be rolled con-
secutively on one lane by each bowler on team before alternating
lanes. Where this procedure is followed the 'teams will start each suc-
ceeding game Oft the opposite lane from which the tenth frame of the
previous game was rolled.
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The exception shall apply to leagues only, and then only at the option

of_the league.
The captain of the visiting team shall be allowed choice of the lanes.

MACHINE BREAKDOWN

8. When one machine on a pair of lanes using automatic pinsetting

machines "breaks down" during a league match or in any tournament

and another pair of lanes is not available for e then the bowlers "shall"

continue rolling on one lane until the "broke_ own"- machine is again in

operation, at which time the bowlers shall re me bowling according to

'

normal, regular procedure. During the period that the bowlers are bowl-

ing on one lane, the bowlers shall alternate in proper order as if bowling

on two lanes, i.e.. the leadoff bowler on one team being followed by the

leadoff bowler on the other team, tfien the second bowler on the one

team, followed by the second bowler on the other team, etc.

If a machine breakdown occurs during a league match or in any tour-

nament necessitating moving the bowlers to another pair of lanes, the

bowlers wil change lanes and continue the game in the frame therilleing

rolled, a shall remain on these lanes until the completion of their

sched 'd match unless there is a breakdown an these lanes.

T s rule may be enforced to cover any number of breakdowns.

-
BOWLING PROCEDURE

9. The games shall consist of ten frames on each side. Three balls shall

be allowed in each frame, to be rolled one at a time. All strikes and spares

made in the tenth frame or any extra frame, shall be rolled off before

leaving the lane, and on the same lane made. .A strike or spare made on

the roll-off of one made in tenth frame shall not be included in totals for/

season.
No pins shall be conceded. All pinfall to be accredited to a bowler TTIUStt

have been knocked down because of and by action at a legally delivered

ball.
No game can be started until the preceding gime is finished; i.e. the

leadoff bowler shall not start the succeeding game until The anchor man

of the opposing team has completed rolling the preceding game.

WHO SHALL ROLL FIRST?

10. Bowlers should bowl as soon as the pins have been set upon their

lanes. In the event of a controversy as to who shall bowl first in the laSt
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box of the game the bowler on the right shall bowl ft
box.

completing the

STARTING TIME FOR LHAGUE PLAY

11. Play shall begin at the starting time Ked by the league (this Means
the exact starting timeno grace period a lowed). Should only three or
four players be ready at that time the tea I shall start with the players
that are present and should the other pia_ ers appear AT ANY TIME
during the game, they may be added and be in play in the frame then be-
ing rolled by the team. Dummy scores, as f xed"by the league, arc to be
used for all-prior frames for such tardy playei:. No bowler will be allowed
to catch up any frame that has been missed: ,

If there is not a legal team present at the startingstime fixed by the rules
of the league, the game or games shall be declared forfeited. All games
must be rolled by the team claiming the fiirteit, Forfeits cannot be
claimed the first four weeks of a league schedule when a league-has an
odd number of teams and organizational work is being done to round out
the league; postponements or make-up matches must be alloy.ed in this
case. A- team can forfeit only one game at a time. -

Those players who are present at the Start of the game may roll for their
individual average and score but the opposing team must play its legal
team. The scores of the' players rolling for their individual averages shall
not count as pinfall for the forfeiting team, and the forfeiting team shall
not be credited with dummy scores as pinfall for those bowlers who are
absent.

TIE GAME

14. In the event of a tie game. first or second game, each bowler will
use for the roll-off the first frame of the succeeding game, and the
highest total pinfall for the first frame of the succeeding game shall
decide the winner of the previolis tie game, and in the event that the
total of the first frame for each team ends in a tie, bowlers will continue
in the same manner for the next frame, and so on until the tie is
broken. However, should the lie occur in the final game the teams shall
change lanes for the next frame. and if the tie remains unbroken,
teams shall continue to alternate lanes until the tie is broken.

In case of a tie game where a dummy is being used, the 1,eani using the
dummy shall be allowed one-tenth of the dummy score for each suc-
ceeding box alter the tenth until the tie shall be broken, fractions of over



one-half to count as one pin, fractions of one-half and under not to

count.
Pintail in any frame after the tenth. to determine the winner of a tic

game, shall not count as pintail in the records.

Failure of team members to remain on the lanes until the totals of the

two competing teams are computed shall, in a tie game require such

teams to bowl the extra boxes needed to break the tie with only those

members then present. In such instances the scores of those competing,

plus the regular dummy score of the league for the absent playdr or

players, shall be used. If either team fails to have a legal nuni)Nr of

bowlers (3 bowlers and 2 dummies, 4 bowlers and 1 dummy or 5 bowlers)

remaining, the team that does have such legal nuinber,of bowlers remain-

ing shall be declared as the winner of the tie game by forfeit_

TEAMS BOWLING ALONE

17. When any game is declared forfeited under the rules, the team

present and not at fault must bowl any and all garnds to be bowled as

though they were actually contested and the scores and averages shall be

credited and recorded.
Any team itIsich rolls a league match., not scheduled against another

team,- or whek the opposing team does not appear. unless postponement

figs previously been arranged for, shall receive credit for three games won

by forfeit. (A team cannot lose a forfeit match.)
Such forfeits shall, bean a win of three games, or four points,

whichever scoring system is being used by the league. No team shall roil

against any previously determined scores and/or team averages.

FINAL POSITIIONS OF TEAMS IN LEAGUE STANDING

18. Where teams are tied in the number of games won and lost,

whether in the first or second half of a split schedule, the final positions

of such teams in the leagne standings shall be determined by total pintail,

except, where there is specific league rule to the contrary, then the

league rule shall apply.

FOUL LINE JUDGE

19. In all events or league games under the jurisdiction of the Congress

an official, foul line judge or an approved automatic foul detecting device

shall be used.
In the event an automatic foul detecting device fails to operate properly

1
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the opposing team Captains shall be responsible for calling all fouls until
the device has been satisfactorily yi paired and operating.

The foul line judge shall talte.I'special.care to declare all fouls im-
mediately upon their being conimiRed; tritttliked; and in a 'distinct, audi-
ble voice. The foul line judge's deeition-Ts,tO.foyls shall be final. No ap-
peal shall be allowed from the decision cif the foul line judge except where
it is apparent that a foul may have been called on the wrong player. Any
player who shall continue to dispute the decisions of a foul line judge may
be suspended from further participation in the match in question by the
foul line judge.

CHANGING FOUL LINE 4UOGE

20.. NO. foul line judge shall be changed during league dame, or an
of

a
'advertised match game, without the consent ot a. majority of the team
captain's involved.

FOWLS

2l =roA ..foul is committee whotio.any part 0r the bowler's person or
clothing encroaches upon or goes' beyond the foul line and touches any
par(pf any lane equipMent or any part of the building, which is beyond
the4oul line during or after the act of delivery, whether or not the ball is
released. A ball is in play and a foul may be called after a delivery has
been made and until the same or another, playeris on the approach in
position to Eitake a succeeding delivery.

lf, in the act of delivering the ball any eit4et-Teilts from the bowler's
clothing or person and breaks the light beam so as to register a foul, a
foul shall he called and so recorded. However, if any such object falls on
to the lane beyond the foul line ant:1'111e light beam ei not broken.toul '-
shall he called.

No balls or pins wi'lliballowed in the gutter or on the lane before roll-
ing. Any ball aelivere6berimegeadwoodis remnved or while pins or halls
are in the gutter or on the fdtk Shall he deemed a foul and handled...ac-
cordingly,

No appeal shall he allowed when an approved uny vatic foul 'det
device registers a foul except when it can be proven; t the &vit. vas

-operating properly. (Note A player may at any time cross ov r the
'owl line for the purpose of removing an obstruction from the lane, etc.,
upon notification to the foul line judge, opposing team -captain or
member of the opposing team or tournament official of his dcsii do
so.)
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All fouls shall be hand ed in accordance wit le following rules: When

a foul occurs on the first pall, all pins shallte re'spotted:that ball and the

pins knocked down by he ball are lost and the pbwler has two balls

maining in that box. When a foul oeFurs,onAhe.
seeded 'bait, pins .,'.

knocked down, jf any shall be counted as knpeked down by the tkiird

ball, the second ball is lost and the bowl,* is tfii-ough for that box. i e if

the bowler spared on t e,second ball and fouled, it is an automatic 10 box

and the bowler is thr ugh for the bt5x. When a foul occurs cl'n the third

,' ball, both the ball a d the pins knocked down by that ball are lost and

the bowler is throug for that box.
Should a bowler ake a strike in the 10th boli or any extra box and

foul on the first to -off ball, that ball shall be lost, the pins knocked

d6wn by that ball c unted as though knocked down by the second roll-off

ball, and the bowl r is through for that box;, Should a foul occur on the/

second roll -off bal , both the ball and the Pins knocked down by the ball

are lest.
Should a bowl make a spare.in the 10th box or any extra y,ox and foul

on the roll-off b I, both the ball and the pins knocked/0(4st by that bAl

shall be lost.

APPARENT AND VISIBLE FOUL .

22. If a pla, commits a foul which is apparent to a tournament of-

ficial, or to official scorer, or to libth captains. el. to one or more

members of ch of the opposing teams competing in a league or tourna-

ment conics on the same pair of lanes where the foul is committed apd

the foul ju ge through negligence fails to see it contmitted or the

automatic t ul detecting device fails to record it a foul shall nevertheless

be: declare d so recorded.

DELIBERATE FOUL

23. 1 is appeteri ,a plpYer
deliberately fouls, to benefit b

such shall be irntriediatgly disqualified from further

parlicip ion in
the'rnatch`or.eVent'then in play.

Whe e an Automatic
pinsetting Machine is in use and it is apparent

that a ,owlet deliberately steps on, or pushes the pedal or button that ac-

tuates the deadwood removal mechanism bf the machine to benefit by

such ction, then the act of the bowler-shall be considered as a deliberate

foul, ecorded as such and bearing the same penalty as outlined in the

fore ng paragraph.
league play any eligible substitute may immediately replace such

y.
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disqualified bowIti-., beginning with the box following the one in which
the bowler was diSqualitled:- and shall be allowed only the pins knocked
down prior to and inc,ludint the bbx and delivery of the ball on which the
apparent deliberate foul4 Was,,,made.

(Note - The above foul rules shall be used for both manual and
automatic machine pinSettirtg.)

RESPQNTING PINS

24. Should any ball-delivered leave the lane Be/bre reaching the pins,
ikshAll.lie.declareaa:,'gitite'r ball' and the pins, if an knocked down by

shall not coubrbbil MUST be respotted. and /or should any ball
.febbund'ff'Oin the baekseuxilion: the pins, if any knocked down by such
ball, shall not eottnt, but Must be respotted, all-such balls to count as
balls' rolled. Pins knocked down by a pin, or pins, coming out of the pit
after the delivery of a "gutter ball- shall not count, but Afusi be re-
spotted.

Pins knocked down by a' pin or pins rebounding from th& side bbailds
or back cushions-stfall count as pins down. 0

After a fairly delivered ball makes contact with the pins. it cannot
thereafter be called agutter ball" and-all pins knocked down after thi
contact shall count as pins down, except as outlined above. '-

Pins knocked dnSvn by a pin or pins coming in contact with the,pin-boy
shall count as pins down, except should the pin-boy deliberately throw a

in or pins on the lane, then the pins knocked down by -such action must
be respotted, Pins which are knocked down or.displaced by any cause,
except by a fairly delivered ball, stall in all cases be respotted. excepr as

.'outlined above,
When an automatic pinsetting niachine is activated by inadvertently

pbsliing the wrong button or pedal,' all pins then standing shall be're-
.spotted and play shall be resumed with no penalty whatsoever.

When a flying pin, or pins, hit the pirwable of an inttoMatic pinsetking
machine and dislodges a pin, or pins, from the pin table, any pin or pins,
then standing on the pin deck that may be knocked down by such
dislodged pin or pins, shall be counted as pins down.

DEADWOOD

25. The:tdeadwood must be removed from the lane and gutters after
each ball isrolled mechanically where automatic pinsetting machines
are in use Shquld any pins tall, io removing the deadwood such pins
must. be'respotted.
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When an automatic pinsetting Machine is in use and the Number 7 pin
and/or Number-10 pin is krtneked down by pins being,Cleared by the gut-

ter belt such pin lind/or pins shall be regarded as down.
Any pin or pins knocked down by the Number7 pin and/or Number 10

pin shall count as trans down.
Any pin or pins knocked down by a phi or piiisorTalling AMR the

bowler steps on or pulhes the pedal or button that the deadwood

removal Mechanism '51an automatic pinsetting machine shall not count

vn . and any flirt or pins knocked down or falling after such ac-
, ed. An tin or ins knocked

down by the action of the deadwood rerttttr mechanism t tie mac line
shall .not count as pins down and Alan be respotted. Any pin or pins
knocked down or falling After the bowler steps on or pushes the pedal or

button that actuates the re-set mechanism of the machine shall not cahnt

as pins down.

PIN SPOTTERS STICKING
.

26. If the pin spottersstick in manual pinsetting, whether (mottle first,
second or third ball, all gins must be respotted and player must re-roll

frame.

INTERFERENCE, WRONG. LANE, ETC..

27. lf any player rolls On the wrong lane or rolls out of turn, or is n-J
terfered with by a spectator or otherWise, or if any of the pins he is playhig

at are knocked down or disturbed in any way before his ball, read
them, or if his ball, after being fairly bowled; should come in contact with

any obstacle on the lane before reaching the pins, or if he bowled before
all the pins were set up, the ball shall immediately be declared -dead"
and the player shall roll aiain, after replacing the pins, as they were
befdre such NW was rolled.--

However, if one or more bowlers on the k)ther of the tv.lo lanes_

used-also rolls on the wrong lane, then no corrective action sliallbc taken
and the game shall continue as though the lanes .actually usSed, were the..

proper lanes.

RETURNING PIN STANDING UP

28. Should 'a`pin leave the lane, return, and stand up on the ldne or

should a pin be knocked down and stand up;again without leaving the
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lane, the saline shall be declared as not down and the player must roll
again at the pin, unless it should be on the third ball,

Provided, however, if a pin returns and stands up on any part of the
larkf'outside of the area covered by the pin deck it shall be counted as a

to pin down.

PROTESTS

ems asto interpretation of playing rules must be.rnade
e captain o e opp s ng earn, or o-a o 1-111-0

whichever the case may be before the bowler in question comes up to
bowl thd next ball, or in the case of the last box of a game, immediately
after it shall have been bowled. Should the player, or players, lie allowed
to roll the next ball in regular order before the protest is made, no protest
shall be given consideration. The foregoing paragraph shall not
however, prevent the filing of a protest as to the use of ineligible playerS,
violation of a league or tournament rule, etc, or for any 4lation not im-
mediately apparent as provided for in the foregoing paragraph.

When a legitimate protest of a game or.match is made by a team, it
must be presented to the governing body of the league, or the team cap-
tains, as a whole, if there be no governing body.

If the; protest is proved valid, the governing body of the league, or the
team Captains as a whole, shall rule and their decision will be final, ex

.whereeepr, here the protest pertains to the use of an ineligible bowler,- in.
which case, the appropriate rule covering the use of an ineligible bowler
shall gc vent'

OFFICIAL SCORER

32. In all sanctioned events or league games 'there shall be an official
scorer-, whose duty it shall be to keep a correct record of the game and at
the Conclusion thereof sign his or her name to the same. The captain of
each team shall also sign the score sheet. It is the responsibility of each
team Captain to observe that the addition of the scores during, and at the
end. of, a game, or games, is correct.

Official scorers and league statisticians must correct all mathematical
errors discovered at any time i.e.: individual game totals added incur=
redly, wrong handicap used handicap figured wrongly, etc.

It shall be the responsibility of the league secretary and/or league
statistician or official scorer to, verify the averages of all bowlers of the
league throughout the season. If a bowler's average is found to put -the

ouckitiN RuLEs
.



team over team average limit of league the secretary and/or league
statistician and/or official scorer all immediately notify the Captiiin
of thesteam involVed. In traveling', leagues, the management of the
establism era involved shall also benotitied:

.Wheri the correction of a mathematical error by the official scorer or
league statistician creates a tie gante, such tie game shall be decided prior
to the next. regularfy scheduled league match after the correction is made

aerierdanee with thestie game rule regularly used in that league.
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$ 1tyRING THE DUCKPIN t AME

ore than three balls are
allowed for each frame or box.

If all pins are knocked down by first ball it is called a strike. A strike is
marked by an X.

If some pins remain standing after first ball has been thrown and are
all knocked down with the second ball, it is called a spare. A spare is
marked thus /.

After making a strike you are allowed 10 pins in that box plus pins
made with the next two balls.

If pins remain standing after first and second balls have been thrown,
third ball is rolled and you are allowed exact number of pins knocked
down by three balls. This is called a flat frame or box.

Suppose in first box you get nine pins with three balls and in second
box you get a strike, score sheet will ,be marked thus:

Counting 10 pins for the strike in the second box, you now have a total
of 19 pins. However, no figure is written into second box yet because in
addition to the 10 pins_for the strike, you are allowed all pins knocked
down with the next two balls. On next ball after strike, first ball in the
third box, you knock down 5 pins and on second ball you knock down 4
pins. This gives you a total of 19 pins for second box, plus 9 you have in
first box, and total to by marked down in the second box is 28. On third
ball you get the remaining pin for a total of 10 in third box. Scoresheet
will be marked thus:

*Reprinted by permission of the National 1Yuckpin Bowling Congress.
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In fourth box you make a strike, and also in fifth box. Scoresheet
will be marked thus:

Remember, to 10 pins for strike in fourth box you add all pins knocked
down by next two balls. On first ball, after strike in fourth box, you rnhde
strike in fifth box which gives you 10 additional. pins, and on the second
ball after strike in the fourth box, which is not first ball in sixth box, you
-knock down 9 pins. You now complete fourth_box score which is 29 pins
for that box 10 pins for original strike, 10 pins for first ball after strike e

(first ball in the fifth box)tnd 9 pins for second ball after strike (first ball
in,..the sixth box) making completed fourth box score 67. For your fifth
box score you have already rolled one ball after making that strike (first
ball in sixth box)nocking down 9 pins. You now roll the second ball of
sixth box getting remaining pin for a spare. That gives you 10 pins to be
added to original 10 pins for fifth box strike, a total of 20 pins for fifth
box. Scoresheet will be marked thus:

In the seventh box you get 8 pins on first ball. Th's, added to 10 pins
, for spare in sixth box, gives you a total of 18 pins for this box making

total for sixth box 105. On second ball you do not hit any pins but get one
pin with third ball for a total of 9 pins in box. Scoresheet will be marked

thus:

5 9 NAGWS BOWLINGGOLF GUIDE



In eighth box you get 7 pins with all 'three balls and in ninth box you
get all pins with, two balls for spare. Scoresheet will be marked thus:

In the tenth box you make a strike. As you made a spare-in the ninth
bokyou add these 10 pins made on strike to the 10 pins for spare and
ninth box score is 141. Your tenth box strike entitles you to two addi-
tional ballsto be rolled at once (a spare in the tenth box entitles you to
one additional ball). With these two balls you get a total of 9 pins. These
are added to 10 pins made on strike and final 'score of game will be
marked thus:

mmima IINISMIJIIIIMIEMIT

67 87 .105 114 1Z1 141 160 160
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EDITORIAL %COMMENT.

It is with sincere pleasure that the members of the -golf committee

take this opportunity to thank the readers of the Golf Guide for the'.

opportunity to serve you The committee expresses appreciation to
Helen Interim, Pat Sherman and Geri Po !vino whose encouragement

and suggestions have permitted us to reach our goal. We also express

gratitude to the authors of the articles contained in the Guide. They

iycn freely of their talents and time to share their ideas so-that

we ill may benefit
We invite you to react to the Guide content by suggesting possible

article content, or by submitting your ideas for publication or by ex-
pressing.an interest in serving on the golf committee. You may direct

your interest to the new chairperson, Elizabeth Murphey, Box 1472,

University of Georgia, Athens, GA 30602.

NAGWS Golf Guide Committee
1976-78
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NAGWS GOLF GUIDE COMMITTgESn'

1976 -1978

MARGARET A. CUMMINS, Chairperson, Indiana University, Bloom-
ington 47401

Gt JEAN CERRA, Past Chairperson, University of Missouri, Columbia
-65201

DIANE MARIE 'CARRILLO, Wakefield Junior High School, Tucson,
AZ 85711.

DE DE OWENS, 108 Clark Coat, Charlottesville, VA 22903
ELIZABETH MURPHEY, University of deorgia, Athens 30602

1979-1981

ELIZABETH MURPHEY, Chairpe on, University of Georgia, Athens
30602

aret A. Cummins

* Current Guide material was prepared by the 1977=79 Committee; material fur -

the 1981=83 Guide will be prepared by the 1979-81 Committee.
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ESTABLISHING A CORRECT BEGINNING:
GRIP.POSTURE-ALIGNMENT

MARGE BURNS

Marge Bul received her degreefrontVomen's College. Univer-
sity of North Carolina at Greensboro. She has played competitive
golf for 35 years, She is the current Teaching Division President of
the-Southeattern-Seetionaf-the-Ladies Professional GolfAssociation

and was the LPGA teacher of the year in 1976.

Establishing the correct setup and address position is paraniount to

forming an effteient golf swing. Your grip, body posture and align-
ment will determine the ways in which you will be able to swing the
gulf club`," Fir example, if a student is aligned improperly to the in.
tended tat-get, there is little chance the goiter will be able to swing the

club in the direction of the target. Golf teachers in physical education
classes who do not stress grip-posture-alignment will produce student

with a gap in the proper execution of the golf swing.
Grip, posture and alignment may be taught individually or as a unit,

but the students through repetition should acquire a set routine which

they repeat exactly on each and every swing. With an established setup
routine, the teacher will find it much easier to. teach the concepts and

mechanics of motion and target projection.
There are many texts which in-esent the mechanics of the setup

position. I do not intend to discuss the methods of teaching any of
these units, but rather to stress key words and thoughts which may

help you in your presentation. (These keys are presented for a right-,

handed golfer.)

Grip
The proper hand position on the club is essential in producing a

-correct swing plane and clubface position at impact when striking the
ball. In placing the hands on a golf club, beginning students tend to
giip.-Avith the palms lacing upward and to overgrip with a strong right
hand. Both errors plate the club in the palm of each hand rather than
in the fingers. This may result in a pushing action by the hands, or

may cause the hands to work independent, of each other or result in a

blocking, out.of-hand action. Placing the club in the fingers allows the

hands to work as a unit and release their force with the clubface

square to the target.

7.9 65 NAGWS BOWLING. OLF GUIDE



Keys

II Left &and grip
1. Let hand hang naturally dow
2.. Reach forward with upper
3. Place lower part of pad

the right side of the shaft a
.4. The "V" made by thumb

your sidepalm facing your t i

do not manipulate hand.
n top of the shaft; let thumb go to

rally.
d forefinger,;,will point toward Eight

shoulder-

-----51JVIth arm atid chtb-OuTititteh-eralitfrnUirth-e-body,'studentsligiild
be able to hold club with pad of palm and forefinger only ThiS is a
good exercise for' assuming a correct grip as well as developin
hand strength.

Right hand Ai p
I. Right shoulder sh0Td ke hanging down and reldxed.
.2. Face palm of hand toward target.
3. Fit lifeline of hand onto side of left thumb.
4. The middle two jointi of, he' middle two fingers should be rfnd e

shaft. ,

5. The right thumb and forefinger barely touch.
6. The right hand is a supporter, not' -A grasper..Stress'a

Postile
Correct body' posture Allows the body .to generate a turning (t Nue)

force and permits the club to be swung through'an arch which i5 on a
line with the intended-tirget. Corm& posture at address is influenced

-43y and exerts an influende on correct> rip and alignment.

Kcys '
r .

I. Bow from hips so fhere are wrinkles in your Wilk or pants.
2. Knees are;slightly. flexed.
3 Weight is'.more toward balls of feet.
4. Arius hang-under the Ain.
5. Squatting and excessive lcneOlexion causes students to reach too

far out With the arms and club'and prevents the body from generat-
ing maximum rotational flerce.

Alighment

,Alignment is essential for the development of a correct swing plane.
Alignment of the student to the target relative to clubface and body is a
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neve r -endin searchearch : anYy skilled plajlers develop problems With poor

alignment' ' R.

Keys:

1. Visualize a railroad track, or hallway, '!the Clubface is aligned on

one side and the body is aligned on the other.
2. Remember two parallel lines do not come to a point. The club 'will

always=be-aligned-to_the_targetand_theboVall be on a line parallel

to but left of the target.
of

Shoulders should be parallel to the link ©f (light.

4. Pick a short target about six to eight inehei in front of-the ball and

align the club to it= Take your body alignment from the clubface.

-Resember, your swing will only be as correctjas your grip, body

posture, and alignment allow it to be, Establish a set routine with grip,

posture and alignnient. Do not have agap in your teaching!

72
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'MACHIN HYTHMICAL SWING TO BEGINNEUS

NANCY A. SHAY

Nancy A. Shay is an Isms' tant professor of physical education at
Coloraclo'State liniversity. Fort Collins. She has used the "rhyth-
'mical swing" approach with much success and has shared her
-teachink approach with many other kolf teachers.

Teaching the basic ftidamental swing 'to beginning golfers can be a
`*!complex procedure when the instructor emphasizes' Wing form analysil:..

A simpler 'method .is the rhythmical-apprqach which assures the be -'
ginner early success in building a' natural swing. ThN .sten-by-step
procedure allows for a certain amount of experimentation and dis-
cover31- at each practice session; yet the 'details of 'a good golf swing
are acquired naturally and rapidly. Although styles of teaching. vary,,
basic golf skills remain the same. What is most important is that a
toritinuous, rhythmical, swing and left arm strength be developed so
that, the details of a good golf swing can be acquired as naturally as
possible.

Step,1: Introduction to the Swing

During the first step, the golfei!, assumes a comfortable square stance
with feet approxigiately shoulder width apart 'and:bows slightly for-
ward from the waist. Holding the grip of the cluh between thumb and
forefinger of the left hand (right-handed golfer).and at arm's distance
in front of the body., the golfer starts the club moving in a pendular
Motion. The golfer should become aware-Of the weight of the.clubhead
in motion as this becOmes the basis for establishing the rhythm of the

pattern:

Step II: JcneeTo.Knee,Swi

Using the left arm. the powerful guiding arm of- the swing pattern.
the left hand is moved to the -proper left' hand grip position. The golfer
increases the peridular.motion so that the elubhead not swings to knee
height on hoth the forward swing and backs%Ving. File learner is re-
minded to keep the left wrist and arm straight while the left shoulder

Pbotogrgphs In this article tstrc
Howard, Colorado. I

ken tis Darbv Hartman :cereation director.

LEACHING- A RHYTHMICAL SWING TO BEGINNERS 6
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tee to knee level al-

e developed.
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begins to move under the chin on the backswing. A continuous swing-.
ing motion from knee to knee is practiced until the beginner can re-
peatedly brush the hitting surface ip a straight line. t pc weight of the
clubhead in motion is evident throughout this, step.

step III: Waist.1"0-WaiSt Swing

The hdght of the pendular swing is increased higher to waist level as
the is continuously swing from waist level on the backswing
and to waist level on the forward swing; At this point of the swing
progreSsion. a natural golf form is observed. The initiation of lateral
hip rotation is recognized in the backswing as the clubhead is
rawn back and up. to Waist height. This action causes a coordinated

esult of the -left knee turning slightly inwardly and the -hip slightly
rotating within its dimensions. During tfie 'Continuous swing session,
the golfer will note that the weight or the left toot is otr the inside and
the right leg has!-begun to straighten to support the shifting body ,
weight. Swing practice contind*s until the dubhead- repeatedly travels
in the tipper swing channel and brushes the hitting surface.

f .
Figuro 3. incoa ing the level of swing from waist to-waist on the hark
and forward swi: gs, the golfer builds a smooth transitional weight shift.

"4
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10.

Rep IV: ShoullierToShouldu Swing

The swing lenvel is incraised on the tackswirtig until the dubhead

teaches the top of the shoulder area sand to that level on the forward

swing. As the continyous swing
,motipk,frbm shoulder to shoulder is

practiced with the kit arm, the left3w:grist begins to click or break

naturally as it passes tha waist level on the ,bnckswing and fully

cocked by the tilike the shoulder level is reac/bed. The tialanee effect

of the feet ly4 include a weight shift on the backSwing from the inside'

ore left foot to the inside of the. tight foot of the supporting Vg_ As

the "clutthead passes
the waist leve on the doWnswing, the. wrist will

begin to4ncock. By the timeAhe clubhead passes the body's midline

and the beginning of the upward s the wrist will have naturally

uncockild alto ing the straight left ar continue on the proper swing,

path to the fo h gh,_plane.
zt_f.

rt Figure A.APracticing the shout @r -to-shoulder levol swlr increase the

left arm strength and allows thiglVegiriner to feel the wrist break naturally

nearlipatop of the backswing.

70
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Step V: Final Shoulder -To- Shoulder Swing
. ,

Many of the tine points of form have already been easily learned by
the golfei. and the instructor nury-4then progress to the final steps of
building a rhythmical swing by including the placement ()I' the right
arm and hand. The golfer repeats the shoulder level swing and simply
reaches up and touches theerip with the right hand and places it
closely on the grip next to the left hand. This action allows a prop&
arm position fop the powerful downswing. During the continuous swing
practice. the right hand grasp may be quickly released Ittlile the left
arm continues the forward motion. The right hand and arm may be
included orrthe downward swing but released as the clubhead passes
the imaginary point of ball impact. This action assures that the wrists
uncock naturally as the straight left arm completes the upward swing.
The weight of the clubhead should remain evident to the golfer as
the two-armed continuous swing action billows the naturally formed arc
and constant plane on the backswing. downswing and follow-through.

Figure . During the final stages of continuous shoulder-to-shoulder
swings, e golfer places the right hand to the grip and assures proper
left a i arm positions for the full swing.
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Within a very short practice time at each level of swing, a natural

Kbythmical tempo will be aequired with the result' of a flowing and

srnbokh full swing motion that is untornstion to many beginning golfers.

By teaching this simplified swing movement, correction time 6-greatly

reduced. The...begintung.golfer has learned the basic swing movement

before becoming overly -self-criticar of the numerous movement
principles and anljtical points that often confuse the beginner. Pro-

gression and practice may then be concentrated on singkcswings with-

out the ball, "wiffle- ball hitting, grip positions, golf ball hitting and

the,remaining contents of a beginning golf unit.

78
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USE YOUR CLUB TO HELP YOU TEACH

CAROL ISAACS

Carol Isaacs, women's golf coach at the University of Minnesota in
Minneapolis, has coached there three years, She graduated from the
University in 1972 with a B.S. degree in physical education. She
has taught golf for six years and has been master golf teacher at the
NAGWS workshop held at Carleton College, Northfield. Minnesota
for the past two years.

It has been my experience that many faults in the golf swing can
be traced to basic mistakes in the setup and general posture of the
golfer.

Too many golfers have in their niinds the age -old instruction: Its
like sitting on a Stool""Feel like you're, sitting down." These well-
meaning hints,.probably offered to counteract the still knee habit, have
put many people:into the wrong beginning position. A golfer, when
addressing the ball, should bend forward from the hips with the knees
slightly holding in rather than holding the hips undtr and forward.

Figure 1. Golfe In -hips under" "sitting down" position.
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Figure 2. Golfer In "bent forward tromhips- 'position.

Many times two things can hapkn. from the --hips-under position:

(1) the right side comes around on the downswing rather than tbllowing

in behind the left side and a cut-,sliee shot results, or (2) the Upper body

falls forward toward the ball on the backswing and this dip can pro

duce a "fat" shot on the downswing.
Basic alignment to the target teems to -be 'a problem for all golfers

at various times. As a teachercor coach, you can see faulty alignment

when the golfer cannot. A very helpful.tool for coaching or teaching is a

golf club. A quick way to demonstra,te to the golfer is to lay one club at

the goiter's toes and another one 'behind the ball, perpendicular to ,

the leading edge of the sole of the golfer's ub as she addresses the ball.

These clubs should be parallel to each other, the club behind Me bait,'

should point to the target and the club at the golfer's toes should point

to the left of the target. The shoulders and hips should not be neglected_

in observing the golfer's posture at addreSs it is easy to step in and

hold a club in front of first the shoulders and, then the hips to demon

strate to the golfer whether the alignment is correct.
A golf club can also be used to detect errors in the swing motion.-

The teacher or coach stands to the golfer's right .side facing the:target

so that the backswing will come directly towaitl her She holds her club

eo
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From this position, it i

backswing or if she mai

Figure 7. C
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Using the club in thismanner will help you to see the problem, but
getting the golfer to understand and correct the problem is another
matter. One method is to face the golfer and extend your arm and club
with the grip toward the golfer's chest while the golfer swings. Any
dropping forward of the body can be instantly felt by the golfer.
Telling the golfer to "pull in your stomach" or "pull in your diaphragm"
sometimes can help her to "hold up." Emphasizing a turn away from
the ball can also focus attention on a positive action rather than on
the negative "don't dipit:

Another common problem golfers have is moving the head and/or
body forward on the downswing. To determine 11 this is taking place,'
stand facing the golfer and "sight" along the club with the golfer's
head at the .top of the club and the ball near the bottom of the shaft.
On the backswing, the head and left knee are behind the ball. During
the swing to the ball, the head should not' pass the line of the club. It
the left knee does not move left, the weight shift is not taking place and
the golfet will lose power.

Figure . Head behind the ball, and left knee, has turned - .behind the
ball,
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Figure 12. Head still behind the belt on the follow-through.

Another way to use the golf.club is to align it with the go'ller's club
at address and extend it up beyond the shoulder height. As the-golfer
begins the backswing, the hands should stay right on the line and her
club should follow the coach's club shall, In most good players, the
position at the top of the backswing will generally be above the exten-
sion of the coach's club. In the downswing, the golfer's club will follow
the same plane as the coach's club. Any deviation trom the -one-
plane" swing is easy to see.,Gollers can also help one another using this

method.
-All of these techniques can be shown to other golfers on the team or

in a class so that they can help one another, This trains therm to look ai
many basic fundamentals in thg setup position, rather than concen-
trating so mush 9n watching the'f)all. These methods can also increase
the golfer's understanding pf the swing.

8'184
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Figure 14. Golfer has
Swing.
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Figure Golfer's club lS :right on line of coach's club,
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OkD PuzzLE
DIANE MARIE CARR& 0

Diane Marie Carrillo received her 121.S. and M.Ed. degrees from

the University of Arizona. Meson. She played competitive golf

during high sehobl and college. She is presently Itaching physical
education and math at Wakefield Junior High School where she has

coached the gigs'. volleyball teamfor the past nine years. Diane is a

member of the Junior High Athletic" Committee and o the Super-

intendent', Advisory CommitteeforPhysical Education

. This crossword puzzle was *signed for the enjoyment of the#reader.

Some questions are designed Jo acquaint the reader will the historical

--beginnings-of-golfr others-wilLintroduce_you to.'outstanding professional
golfers, while still others will assist you in acquiring golf; unique use
of common words heard in the English langugge. Kir instance, did you

'know a golf club only has one toe; that a whiff is not something you
smell, and that the birdie in golf does not Ily?rlf you complete the
puzzle without help from anyone else, you have parred the coupe. If

you whiff a question, ask your caddie to help It you are stymied, go
back to the practice tee.

ACROSS
1. Famous golf course in Scotland built in 1552,
5. The upper part .of golf club shaft which is held in the hands.

7. A sy ern of scdring.
8.- A ma hich two players compete against two others.

11. A fringe of s around the green.
Unplayed h-s fter a match has been won.

14. The continuing . mg of the club after the ball is hit.
large, depressed sandtrap and mounds of earth around the trap.

19. Any bunkerwater, ditch, sand, roads, tracks and paths.
20. Putting surfaCrin which the cup is situated. .

'21. A poorly hit shot.
24. A ball hit so it curves to the right.
2? To-cause the ball to curve to the left of the original line of flight.

27. Striking surface of the elubhead.
28. When an opponent's ball lies in the line of a player's putt in match

play.
4
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ACROSS (Continued)

30. To hit thkball with he heel of he club head whe it, joins the

shaft. '
31. A shot to the green.
35. `Any, part of the course within bounds other than the fairway.

37, When a player or players is ahead of opponent or opponents.

42. Attempting to hit.ft ball too hard or too far.

44. -SLAMMING" Sam. a

45. Club used on a green.
47. A h n who carries a player's golfbag and clubs.

48. A unthim which play is prohibited.

49. A poor player with a poor swing,
51. The first shot with ay/God club, usually made from' a tee.

Sr.ItWvatirthretubheacl-when-swinging.at
the ball, ',.

55. Competition injwhich results are determined by the total nun,

of strokes.
57. Taking a stance and grounding club.
60, Missing the ball when striking at it.
62. Any point in the atch where the match is all even-.

65. ThO, whole area o
66. Winner of the. United States Women's Open.

which golf play is permitted .

:CU:MN

2. Strokes given to equalize playing ability.

3. Two strokes over par.
4. Two strokes under par.
6. One stroke added to the score of a side udder certal

9. A pennant carrying the number of the hole.

-10. A tournament for both amateurs and professionals.

12. Warning cry to persons ahead who might be hit by the ball.

15. One Stroke less than par on a hole.
17. When a player or side is as many holes up on its opponent.,asather

are holes remaining to be played. s

18. Ball has traveled correct distance equal to reachiffg

22. A very high handicap golfer.
23. One stroke over par on a hole.
26. Any temporary accumulation of watet which is not rec ized

regular hazard. its

29. Part of elybhead whPh restPon the ground,
32. A hole scored in one stroke.
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33. A stan4ird score for a hole.
34 .-:The privilege of playing first off the tee.
36. The implement used.to hit the golf ball.;
38. To, loft the ball into the air.

X39. The part of the clubhead farthest from where it joins the shaft.
40: Angle at which clubface is set from vertical. Usedto lift ball into

air.
41. Golf teacher.
43. The position of the feet before hitting th4ball.
46. Competition in which revults are determined by the number of

tholes won.
50. SUPER MEX.
53 -o- strike -the- ball -above -its center"-,
54. An object determining forward limits of teeing ground:
56. Last name of two famous golfpros; one is h male and one a
58..A short stroke made with the forearms and wrists, with ii

movement.
59. Movements involved' in making a golf stroke.
61. Three plaOrs in a group.
63. Wooden peg.
64. The position of the ball on the ground.

-

Across
St. Andrews

5. Grip
7. Nassau
8. Foursome

11. Apron
13. Bye
14. Follow-through
'16. Bunker
19. Hazard
20. Green
21. Dub
24. Slice
25. Hook
27. Face

GOLF CROSSWORD PUZZLE

DoWn
2. Handl ap
1. rouble Bogey
4. Eagle
6. Penalty Stroke
9. Flag

10. Open
12. Fore
15. Birdie
17. Donnie
18. Hole Fr h. 'f.
22. Duller
23.*Bogey
26. Casual Water
2% r...



t3r-
Shank

hApproac
35. Rouglt
7, up

42. Press
'44. Snead
45. Putter'
'4/. Caddie
48. Out of Eldini
.49. Hacker 4

51. Drive
Sg, Divot
55. Medal Play
57, Addressink the Hal
60. Whiff
62. Square
55. COurse
66. Berg

34..Honor
Club

38. Pitch
3. Toe
40, 'Loft
41, Pro
43,,Stande
46. Match- Play
50.- Traine
53. Top
54. Marker
567Pa n'TTei-
58. Chip
59. Swing
61. Threesome
63. Tee
64. Lie



-SCHOLARSHIP SCENE

MARGARET CUMMINS.'

Cum. mins received her BS. degree from the University
.'Tucson, and her M.S. degree from Smith -College,

prom- Massachusetts, She played competitive golf -during:
chool and College,- sponsors an annual intercollegiate golf

toifinainent,,and has coached the Indiana-Oliver-41y womens golf'
team Air the past 10 years. She is an area consultant for National :

oyWoundalion'and Golf Guide_Chairperson:

11

.

hoi had a sweep 'etlect on -Women's collegiate golf teams:
hich font- years age ad difficulty convincing students to
ow-turrting-gOtfe 'Way. Other sdio=o1-1, 'eh did not have

teams are able to-.buil h entire team within a couple of years.
eAbaches are being 'bombarded' with-'letters from prespective
s;, Their parents .and their high school coaches, 'Many College

.

i are bombarding the National lunior golf tournaments assess-,
h 'lifers' abilities and hoping to meet potentil team members.

been both a participant and an observer in the recruiting
. this coach has become increasingly aware of the need for high
tolfers to- have some knowledge and guidelines when looking

for :golf scholarships. It is not uncommon to see athletes who did not
sit a scholarship because they did not know' where or how to look for
them. It is also not uncommon to find golfers-who did get scholarships
but are not in the college tournaments,becae they do not play well
priough to make the travelling team.

Guidelines for Seeking a Golf Scholarship

Start Early. The junior year in high school is not too soon to begin
looking for a college to attend. It gives you time to contact the coach
and investigate the offerings of a number of colleges. It also gives
prospective coaches the impression you are :seriously interested ip
both an education and in playing golf.

2. Select colleges on the-basis of their educational offerings and their
suitability to your background. Know what your educational goals
are and select colleges which can fulfill those goals. Select a college
where you, think you will be happy. Not everyone appreciates a large
campus, nor is everyone suited to a small one Coaches look for stu-
dents who have educatiOnal goals and aspirations. All athletes must
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maintain a standard of academic success and wor toward a degree.

Without WO-Mimi-al goals, it is difficult to progr s toward a degree

or to pass 'satisfactorily your course work. Playing on a college teak

requires a great deal of your time Strive to maintain higher than

average high' achool grades.
3 Find out where. your abilities stand telative to the golfers already on

the ,team. The MAW rules ctitvently allow each school to have ,a

maximum of eight 'scholarship golfers on their team during ,any que

year In the,national caliber collegiate competition, the teams usually

are allowed to enter five players in the tournament. This means

that a schOol, with eight scholarship golfers will be leaving

scholarship golfers atehoine each time they compete. If your at

are closely-matehed with those ofother golfers- on the team, yo

compete for one of the thie traveling team positions. But i ur

---ittilitlerarrbelosv-the-level-of-the_citherlearn
members you pro ably

will not get to compete, ,
4. Find but what kind of competitive opportunities the team offers. Is

the team nationally ranked? Will the school send you or your team

to national tournaments if you qualify to go? How did the team-rank

in the regional tournament, in the state? What is the team's corn

petitive stifedide? t

S. Find ont the qualificatiobs, old capabilities of the coach. Is the

coach concerned with your educational aspirations? Can the coach

help you advance in your golf abilities? Can you respect and work

with the coach?
6. J. the school support women's athletics? Is there a golf course

easily, accessible to team members? Are there, provisions' for prac-

ticing, chipping, pitching, putting and long shots? Does the school

pay all golf-related fees? Does it provide lodging, meals and ade-

quate transportation for away tournaments? Does it have an estab-

lished competitive schedule? Does the school have a Maxim

absence from classes .policy? Will the teachers permit you top be

absent without undue penalty?
7. Know whom to contact at the school. If possible, find out the name

of the coach to whom you are writing because this gives the coach

the impression you are interested in that particular school and that

team. If you cannot find the coach's name, address your letter to

Women's Golf Coach, Athletics and then the school's name, city

and state.
S. Save time by including your complete reiume with your initial contact

to a school. Coaches will respond to your request sooner if they have

some means of judging your potential suitability for their program.
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In your resume inclUde:
1) A statement indicating why you are interested in that school.
2) Your high sdhool grade point average and vducational goals.

- 3) Your past two to three years of, tournament golf experience.
Include 18-hcile stroke scores, the .names of the gay courses and
the course yardage if possible. Actual, scores teemed are-more
beneficial than names of people you defeated or standings of your
high school team.

4) Copies'of the.newspaper clippings reporting your achievements.,
5) And if possible, a recomnionliationfrom semeone who has,worked ''

with you who can comment on your coiehability.
But most important, 4e,,corhpletely honest! Include.yi3ur best score
as well as your worst. It will not take the coach long to discover your
real abilities. Don't overestimate or uridesestirnate. your ability.

9TDotet-exiseerthe college-coach to-makrthe itutiac-o-nt-det 1-Wt*Tou
Currently, it is against AIAW rules for a college coach or any repre.
sentative to make an initial. contact wit you through any means
other thcin by telephone or by writing a -letter. (Have your high
school coach keep abreast of AIAW rules for any changes in the
recruiting procedures.) For the most part you will be ,expectetl to
make the initial contact. Coaches may then respond in any number
of ways. Some coaches will ask you for furibq informatioh other
pOaches,Will.2ask you to visit their campus (at Your expense, current
ArkW rule) At some institutions scholarihips are awarded to stu-
dents who first attend the school and try out for the team. Before
going iill school-4o audition, be sure to check your own state's rules
forelig hility bn high school teams.

Many colleges now have women's golf tearns,and most of them are
awarding athletic scholarships.. Do inquire if you are interested. There
are schools looking for golfersWho, have a three handicap or less;' and
there are schools looking for gaffers who consistently break 90. If you
are dedicated, interested and willing to give 100 percent effort, you
have a good chance of finding a school suitable for meeting...your goals.
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GOLF GOES TO TEAM PLAY

GARY MERIDETH

Gary Merideth is a member of the ProfessionalGolfAlsociation.
He is the Professional at the Furman University Golf Course,
Greenville, South Carolina and coaches the Furman University
men's golf team. His women's team won the 1976 MAW Golf
Championship.

For many years, golf-has been viewed as an individual` sport. today,
because of the influx of high school and college play, its image has
changed. Although the individual is still very important in golf, team

has become the ohief objective for all schools. Team play has en-

baked golf ecauseit ale payers -ork-together and-wirrnr-lose-
together. Team play has changed the format of tournaments and has

_resulted in several potential .rule changes that pertain to advice,- dis
qualifications and team scoring.

One of the primary changes in tournament format is the shift of
emphasis to team pairings. This revolutionary idea has been a major
step -in generating good team play and interest for spectatoritand
golfers alike. Basically, team pairings consist of the team playing in the-
position according to him') they rank in the tournament. Most college
tournament*. have gone toftearn pairings for the 2nd, 3rd and 4th
rounds of the. tournament. After the teams have played an opening
round and established their positions, they are assigned to play teams

that are close to their, in the standings.
For example, if you are playing threesomes, the #1, # and #3 teams

would be paired together playing the #5.players together, the #4 players

together, and so forth. If you finish 9th after the first day of play, you
would be playing with the team that finished 8th and 7th if Oying in
threesomes. Each day you would determine your new standing_ s by how

you played on an aggregate basis. In other words, if after two days, you
move from 9th place to 5th, you would be playing the teams that were

in the 6th and 4th positions. .

One of the best advantages to this, type of pairing is that it puts back
into the game head-on-head match play type of competition. If for
instance, your team is in 2nd place. 7 shots'out of first place, you could,
give each 'player the goal 'of beating the players from the #I team
2 shots. This makes for a very interesting-side match as well as team.

competition.
An added feature to team pairings is the sample -starting sheet pre-

'
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sented below. The advantage ot,the starting sheet is thaLit can be made
up months in advance and put into the informati9n packagt. All a

.
- coach needs to do then at the end of each day's play is to' delermine

, his or her team position in the tournament and the positions of each
of/his/her players. This is determined by the player's score. For ex--
ample, if the player comes into the tournament playing in the #3 po-
sition on the -team and after two days the goi'ter's aggregate score is
loW on the tam, that golfer will play the #1-position on the 3rd day.

d

STARANG TIMES

NOTE: Tee OffOn no. I ONLY

-8:00 '27th Team, 5th low 26th Team, 5th 1nw 25th Team, 5th low
8:07 27th Tearn, 4th low 26th Team, 4th lo 25th Team, 4th low
8:14 27th Tear, 3rd low 26th Tom, 3rd low 25th Team, 3rd low
8:2i 27th Team, 2nd low 26th Team, 2nd low 25th Team, 2nd low
8:28 27th Team, low 26th Team, low 25th Team, low

8:35 24th Tearn, 5thl,low 23rd Team, 5th low 22nd Team, 5th low
8:42 24th Team, 4th low 23rd Team, 4th low 22nd Team, 4th low
8:49 24th Team, 3rd low 23rd Team. 3rd low 22nd Team, 3rd low
8:56 24th Team, 2nd low 23rd Team. 2nd low 22nd Team, 2nd low
9:03 24th Tearn, low 23rd Team, low ' 22nd Team, low

9:10 21st Team, 5th low 20th Team. 5th low 19th Team, 5th low
9:17 21st Team, 4th low 20th Team. 4th low 19th Team, 4th low
9:24 21st Team, 3rd low 20th `Fearn, 3rd low 19th Team. 3rd low
9:31 21st Team, 2nd low 20th Team. 2 d low, -I9th Team, 2nd low
9:38 21st Team, low 20th Team, o 19th Team. low

9:45 18th Team, 5th low 17th Team, 5th low 16th Team. 5th low
9:52 18th Team. 4th low 17th Tehm. 4th low 16th Team, 4th low
9:59 18th Team, 3rd low 17th Team, 3rd low 16th Team, 3rd low

10:06 1,8th Team, 2nd loss. 17th Team 2nd low 16th Team, 2nd low
10:13 18th Team, low 17th Team, loW 16th.Tearn, low

4
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0:20 15th Team, 5fh lOw

10:27 15th Team, 4th low
`10:34 15th Team, 3rd low

10:41 15th Team; 2nd lo
10:48 15th TeaM, low'

10:55 12th Team, 5th
11:02 12th Team, 4th I
11:09 12th Team, 3rd
11:16 -12th Team, 2nd
11:23 12th Team, loW

Team, sib low
4th'Teatn, 4th 1QW

4th Team, lrd low
441 Team, 2nd low

14111 team low

11th Team,lth
11th TeamAth loft
11th Team, 3rd low
kith Team,,e2nd loin
lttit Tearmlow

11:30 9th TearnOth low 8th Team, 5th low

----114.37 aLlem 4th low 8th Team, 4th low

11:44 9th Team,-.43Ta,--RtvtiTeam73111ow

11:51 .9th Team, 2nd low 8th Team, 2n low'

11:58 9th Tea& low Ath Team, low

"012:05 6th Team, $th low 5th Team, Sth low,

12:12 6th Team, 4th low Sfh Team, 4th low

12 19 `11.th Team, 3rd low 5th Team, 3rd low

12-46 ,19th Team, 2nd low 5th Team, 2nd,low

12 :33. 6th Tearii, low 5th Tea& low

13th Tram, 5th low
13th Team, 4th low
13th Team, 3rd low
13th Team, 2nd low
13th Team, low

10th Team, 5th low
10thlTearn, 4thiow.
10th Team, .3rd low
10th 2nd low
10th eam: low

7th Teeth, 5th .low
7tli Team, 4th low

7th Team, 2nd low
7th Team, low

12:40 3rd Team, 5th low'
12:47 '3rd Team, 4th low

12:54 3rd Team. 3rd low

1:01 3rd Team, 2nd low

1:08° 3rd Team, low 4 '

.4th Team, 5th low
4th Team, 4th low
4th Team, 3rd low
4th Team, 2nd low

..4th Team, low

2nd Team: 5th-low
2nd Team, 4th low
2nd Team, 3rd loN
2nd Team, 2nd low*
2nd Team, low

1st Team, 5th low
1t. Team, 4th low
1st Team, 3rd low
1st Team, 2nd low

1st Team, low

The method for determining the first day starting times has generally

been left to tournament directors. Many variations have been used

SGirle directors rank the teams prior to coming and use team pairings

for the first day. Others rank the iodividoals prior to the tournament

and ptOr the best players together,' then the next best, and so forth.

Still others might' use a mixture of all players, good and bad, so that

less skilled'players have, ar.ehance to
play.w,ith more skilled golfers-and

vice versa,

4Pt
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The greatest objection to team pairings is that there are times when a
goodindiviclual playing on a poor team will not be able to play with the
leaders of the tournament: OffifoursE, the feeling here is that team play

Ore important than the individual. For many coaehes, team pair.
-leonstitut onsof the best ideas for developing team play in golf: It ,--

isorareto,fin a player more interested in winning as an individual than
in having the earn win. I am sure many other changes will be made in
thefuture because of this interest in team competition.

,



DISTANCE IS A FACTOR

LLEA LARSON'

Lea Larson received her f . S. E. and MNS2E. degiees from the Uni-
versity_of Central Arkansas and her Ed;D. from Oklahoma State
University, Stillwater. For the last su _years she has been an associate
professor in the health and physical -education department and
women's golf coach. at Austin Nay State University, Clarksville,
Tennessee.

It is generally conceded that golf is a targt game. Much has been
written about the importance of hitting the ball as straight as possible
_toward the ,target. The second phase of the game, distance, does not
receive sufficient attention. This article will consider two fundamentals
concerning distance: how to gauge distances and determining the
capacity for each club. The author believes that beginner-intermediate
golfers encounter most of their difficulties in these two areas.

The first step in determining distance is to aseeriain the distance
each`person can generate with each pace. Originally we tried to teach
the students to walk with a pace of one yard, Tlfe first short studen(
who enrolled destroyed that concept. Consequently, it 1..as determine
that instead of varying the student's natural pace, we Vould determine
how many of her steps were equal to 10 yards, This problem can be
solved by assembling at the football field and instructing each student
to work with a partner to determine her consistent pace rate through 10
yards. As one student paces and counts aloud, the other rites,down the
figure called out as her partner 'crosses ijie 10-yard lines. After five or
six figures are given, they reverse roles. When both students compile
a complete set of figures. they analyze them and should be able to come
up with a starting number of paces for 10 yards. To check this, each
studenif then begins at a yardage line and paces double that tigUre. if
the student stops on the fourth yardage line she knows she is correct as
she-.:has.paced,0 yards. The student then tries out her number for SO
or 60 yards.

Once the student is satisfied and is familiar with her pace, she and a
partner begin work oh another situation. This time the student is blind-
folded and told to walk a'specific distance. Her partner is responsible
for keeping her on a -Straight .line. Both students should be able to
function cfh2etively blindfolded as well as with their eyes open.. Once
the student has a reasonable idea of her pace. she takes this knowledge

.-,to the golf course.
9 7
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Many ,of the Courses we play have permanent lyardage markers; how
ever, many'yarda0ei markers varyln distance. MOst of the yardage .mark-`
erst on courses are measured to the centers of the greens. This
edge will usually .cut you within. twolputt range but seldom provide
one-putt opportunities.

You can follow,some'spelific steps in determufing more.precisely the.

. yardageifor each shot. First; pace tilt distance.from tkte marker to the
front edge of thegreen. Second, pace\the distance from the front edge
to the,,baCk edge of the green. Then, yob can talk in terms of, dividing
the green with four horizontal lines equal distance apart. If the de- ,

(ermined distance from rnirit to back is 40 yards, each s ment con-
tains 8.yards; if the pin is in fourth segment (D) you rtov it Is 32
yards to the piTC-ffoin the front Wegreen. is added to the
distance from the marker to the front .of the green and t total yardage
is known. This knowledge is them: coupled with the nowledge con-
cerning how far yob hit each club and you are capabl of snaking bird-
ies instead of pars. -

Our players keep a notebook from the first day orne to,,pract ice
until they graduate. One of the first notes is the distance they strike
each club. This figure is determined in the folio ing manner. A mini-
mum,ot 20 balls are struck with a specific du The.wedge is usually
hit first and then alour or five`-iron. By hitting .0 clubs with a-distinct
yardage difference you-can deterniine the dis net for two clubs at the
same time Next you should walk off the dis nee to the middle of the
first accumulation a balls, /make a notati of that distance for the
wedge and then _proceed ((I the middle; o the second aceurnulation.
Here a second notation of the distance is ade for the four iron. It is
felt that the intermediate golfer should h ve a specific yardage to work
'with, therefore we disregard the "supe or "missed- shot and make'
our notation at the middle of the b Is Advanced players arc also
aware or their range, ide., they reaps could put the ball seven yards,
farther. with the wedge.,This knowl prevents the player from over-
shooting the green and;' going into hazard. However, more strokes ,
are lost in hazards in front of the gr than behind the green.

After- bringing the bails back, u hit your next feast lofted clubs, 9
step them off an record them, f couple of words of cautionmany
times range balls have a compres on much different from those actually
used in play. It is obvious that . deli a situation would not be realistic:
in -addition, the player should it the balls from lies similar to those
that wodld be in the fairway. S udents should hit a few balls from "fly"
lies so that they will see the feet of the grass being between the ball
and the elubface, As you Oro eed through all of the dubs, the distance
for each particular club an each variable situation should be 'noted.
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iere, arc no sliortebts to teaching or coaching golf ';The previously

rutl necl techniques take time But it,rould'hehoove every teacher and

golf coach to consider Labron Hariis. ildnioniiion, "'Adequate pre-

par ion is the key to winning,gollmatches."
Even though golf js a tar

get- amo, the player who is confident of 'her knowledge of how tar she,

hits the ball and how far the is from the t4rget has prepared herself for

one= of the major
variables" in the game. "'"
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HELP, FOR THE Goo COACH -.ANALYie THE-
.

GOLF SANG .USING BIONIECH ICS

ARAH L MITH
, .

Samh. L. 'Smtih reco 1Q-the A .B . deg reefrom Dtke University,
Durham, North Caroling. and the M.S. 'd Rree from Indiana Uni
versify, Bloomngton. .tii- professional ,ex riences include teaching
at both thesecondary and college ley el.i..S e completed the reguire-'
mentsfor the 'h. a degree inhuman performapice at Indiana-LIM'
veisity Or August 1978. Her, areas of emphasis are'bionteehoilics and
miasurertren ,- - :._..:

. . -
. . . . ,

For the coach: striving help eollegiate/gOtters vi-dve their:skills,

before' higher ,performa -6 leirels can be attainect--...Ax a specialty area
it may be neCessary' t se-resources -her than, human observation

within physical- education', biomechanies praides 'a-::trieans for objec..-
tively studying the rnany facets of the golf swing anti, for obtaining --
pr seise and accurate "quantitative information about- the mechanical
aspects of this type of motion. .. :, .. . , . ,

A ,biorneehanical analysis of each individual golf team member pro.
vides the coach with answers ,to the followifirquotions:

,
0-

1. What is the velocity of the. Clubhead at 'impact?
2 What is theaaceeleratiOn of the .clubhead at impact?
3 What is the time of execution for each phase of the s

swing,-doWnSwing and follow-through?
A. At what point.in thtswing.doesAhe Weight ,shift occur?
5. Is the timing Di the weight shift consistent for all clubs?
6. 1-low much force is exerted through the target And non-target foo

during the swing how and when do these forces change; and are

the changex consistent for all clubs ? .. -

7 In the downswing, how does lateral weig shift change mpare
with rotational or torque force change duritt same titnelinterval?

8. What is the angle of trajectory and what the distance of the
flight phase?

9. What is the body position at ,impacf?

To answer these questions, the following procedure hhs been Used.
In a laboratory setting, a high speed camera is used to film each

individua golfer while executing the Swing using .a designated club
and hitting a regulation golf ball. Prior to executing the swing, the
golfer assumes a position in_ which each toot is placed on one ol two

.
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Dire es'i '.h f'. which . are securely. bolted to a. large fore
':DOtttncc betaken the two force 'plates should be adjOstable,

m iodate iny-difterenCes in the widths, of the stance assumed by

h golleri Figure I .shows a-golfer in this position being:filmed by-:a
_erwlitated at angle to the intended line of rlight.of the ball.

_..,
Camera: speed r i tilming tire golf iwtngs of hi `I led performers,

should be set at a minimum rate g000 tram fps). High

.ftint speed is necessary to help,eliniinate blu hhead, and

_aft 'during the, swing and to Shari, the ew e et.

Rim the iniptikes received from : recordings

te made. Which:indicate' the .znagnituble of d'through .,

ittee=.directioris4 rd
de-tChsidey, and (3) rd . A

the two lb_ _right) A xefrtrt '. "1:Co isit4lso.

throne: eacth ont. dnrin the execution ce.mea-

sures (X,-.Y;Z,h1.1.i,Ware reCoided against a he'

Of,00 ing::

Figure 1. Golfer bei g tamed
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ugh r, einematographieal `techt ues, temporal, -displadement.
vela and acceleration data can be obtaintd for each film seqUente, -
By telfing the time base of the fil/iti with that of the force recordings,
it _ssiblei to obtain a biornechanical -profile"' of a Foller using a
spe tficd,.`chib. Thus the coach car' know in quantitative terms the time,
velocity! acceleratiOn, position arid amount of force: exerted byAhe
golfer,at gackinstance during the swing.

In:order to proyide the coach with this quantitative information, .the
tomechanical researcher routinely Utilizes 'a .computer, .The.folloWing

examples are.derived frqm a computer program and illustrate how body.
position and club displacentent can be determined and displayed

Taiihrealtylcire-Sch-golfer.. `.-
Figure, 2 shOws a stick figure .. plot of a collegiate ,goller with a 6

handicap.. This plot represents the positioning of the bodr:Parts as
seep in the. impact frame of the film sequence. The .eoaCh should
immediately note the: slight flexion in titic left wrist. and elbov.. and the
pronounced flexion in the right knee..

In Figure 3 the plot describes the path made by the,elubhead during
selected 'frames of the film; the subject was using a 7 iron. Thule

,
selected frames of-the downswing phase are in the following sequential
Order (1) club shaft parallel to the ground, (2)' club shaft at a 450
angle to position 1, (3) clubhead off non- target I'M, (4) 2 frames before
impact, (5) 1. frame before impaet,.(6) impact and (.7) 1 frame following
impact. The time interval for this action was .0525 seconds. If more
frames, had been selected for analysis. the 'path of the clubhead in
Figure 3 would be described by a smooth curved line.

Froni this displacement curve, the average velocity between two
positions can be determined. Since; this sequence was filmed at 300
fps., a time interval ,of 1/300 or .0033 seconds exists between two'
successive frames. Thus, theaverage velocity between positions 5 and 6
is determined to be 87.31 feet per second (128 mph). Because this
time interval is of short duration, the average velocity can be equated
with instantaneous velocity at impact.

In terms of the force measures, the coach is interested in both the
magnitude and direction of a particular force as well as the time period
over which the force or moment indicate the cessation of the clockwise
motion of the ,6acksiving and the beginning of the counterclockwise
motto of the downswing. Likewise, directiOrial changes fn the lateral
or Y force tracing denote the timing of the weight shift from both
feet to the non target foot during the backswing phase. and from the
non-target foot to the target foot during thd downswing phase. Figure 4
(page 110) illustrates the magnitude and changes in he direction of the
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rotational fosce u he instant of impact pointof the

time scale.
,

.

ThcseViree exa des illusttlit ite the types of mechanical flaw or

strength, that can be determined by a biomechanical analysis. If the

olfor's body position at impact is not consistent for all swings with

g same elub, th6n consistent All direction, lliknt and distance.

not be achieved. It'clubhead velocity is not at its maxim m at con-
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3. Plot of the disDlacement path'de

. .1.

tact, then maxitnurn distance will not be c ained. If rotational and
lateral force dire tonalc'hanges are not occurring in a consistentfen
timing Sequence, t the results of the contacted ball will vart,

Ithroftgh this kind of cooperative arUproach, the coach elpiains infor.
nation from the bloin chanics- researcher that serves to confirm reject
or provide new insi s into the mechanical causes of below pay
performance by a golf t am member. ) ,

gibed by the clubhead.
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MARKING ThE GOLF COURSE

MARY DAGRAEDT

Mar; Dagkedt is a member ofthe Ladies Professional Golf Asso-

ciation. She is a professOr at Miami Dirde Community CollegeNorth

and coaches the Miami Dade and Florida Interhational University

Golf teams.

(-11, is difficult, if not impossible, to interpret and adminiSter. the rules

If-if-the-course -on-which_the_competition
is being played is not

properly detined. According to ithe Rules of Golf, Rule 36-6 stipulates

that the committee shall define accurately:

a. The course and out-of-bounds
b. The margins of hazards, water hazards, and lateral water hazards,

where there is any doubt
c. Ground hinder_ repair
d. Obstructions

The official should first tour the entire course to see the condition of

the course before lining off any areas. As far as possible; consistency

from hole to hole should prevail.

Tee Matters
Sfr

Only one set of markers should b_ e left on the course if all players

involved in the competition are to use the .anie set. They may be

markelCdady by -number according to where they are to be placed for

each day's play (1, 2, 3, 4) using spray paint. A line in front of the

number should be drawn even with the front of the; tee markers. If they

are, removed, play can still continue. New markers can easily be put in

the same location. (See Figure I.),

Out.of-Bounds-
-Stakes, fences and white lines are sed to mark out-of-bounds.- Be

certain to spray whatevelk is used white. When stakes are used for out-

This a rite is based on extensive observation by the author who interviewed

the most nowiedgeable authorities in the country on thyubject and_accom-

p"anieci va ous members of the PGA Tour as they marked courses. A visit with

a member of the USGA Committee verified the findings.

112 I t)
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Figure a 'king the t eing ground. 0 = Tee marker 4th day,

of-bounds, a 1 X 2,inch stake painted white at least 30 inches of the
stake. above the ground is recd emended. The portio going into the
ground should be creosoted for longer lite. Paint sprayecriround the base
of each stake will allow the stakes to be replaced in the same spot it they
are removed. Make certain that the entire course is tied in

If the public roads dissept the course or if there are internal bound-
aries, be sure these are spelled out in the local rules. When there is an
internal out-of-bounds, it is recommended that the stakes be extended
no farther, than the point where the longest hitters can hit their tee
shots. A short line at right angles to the end of the line should extend
toward the fairway of the hdle being played to indicate where it ends.
When stakes are used they should be pfaced,approvimately 50 yards
apart in an area near the teeing grohnd and approximately 25-30
yards apart in areas cominginto play. Place the stakes close enough
to sight from one to the next without bushes, etc:, intervening. Avoid
marking small- areas jutting into the playing area as out-of-bounds. A
player shohld not get the impression he is deliberately being fooled.
The out -of-bounds line should be continuous and straight it at all
possible. Sometimes it is necesstry to make the playing area greater in P.'
order to do this

If it becomes necessary to alter the boundaries on a succeeding day
of play due to previous poor judgment or other factors, all- players

Colors and sizes used in this article are only recommengations; other colors
and sizes of stakes may be used The color code should mays appear on the

. local rules sheet.
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should be notified of the change before starting play. Remember, out-

of-bounds is...not limited to th6 outside boundaries of a course even in

major tournaments,
partieularlyitiben the safety of other players and

spectathrs is' a consideration.

Water ffazards

Wat hazards may be defined by yellow stakes,-yelloo: paint lines or

both:When both lines and stakes are present, the stakes'areaised only

to indicate fhe type of hazard. In this case only a minimum number of±

stakes are necessary. Dyed concrete IPlugs (the size of a cup) may be

buried level with the grotind. if preferred. They are easy to mow over

and cane kept from being covered by grass by lauding a chemical

around the plug once ur twice a year. The recommended size of the

stake is 1 X 2-inches- with 8 inches 'appearing above the ground. The

thin part of the stake should be facing the line of play-se the.stake_ will

least likely be hit.'
Although the committee is permitted to make any part of a water

hazard lateral, it should not do so unless for a good- reason, such as

to speed up play, award a fairer penalty or for airequally good reason.

Most water hazards' located behind greens are more practical to play

as lateral water hazards. Where water hazards end and lateral water

hazards begin, yellow and red stakes should be pla) together 56 tt&

they touch.-
The line should be placed as far. frdm the water's_edge as the water

is known to rise after the heaviest rainfall. Many times the line is easily

defined by the 'slope or 'fall. of the ground toward the water. It is un-

desirable to haVe the body of water rise beyond the stake or line, part

of it becoming casual water. Too much area between the water's edge

and stake line may create problems for the unobserving player; in most

cases, they associate the water with the line. Stakes are a necessity in

such areas to assist the player to determine if the ball crossed the line.

On the professional golf tour, there is a trend to avoid marking a

body of water both as a water hazard and a lateral water hazard be-

cause it is often difficult fo's& where the ball last. crossed the margin of

the water hazard. In such instances it is 'marked as a lateral water

hazard, thus simplifying rulings and making play fairer for all.

Lateral Water Hazard

The size of the stake and ,a similar procedure used for marking a

Water hazard exists except.the color used to define a lateral water hazard
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is red. Definition 14 should be studied carefully when deciding which
areas should- be marked as water hazards and which should be Marked
as lateral water hazards.

When water is marked as a lateral water hazard, care should be
taken to mail the line high enough on the slope of a sidehill to per-
mit the player to select the two ch,lb-lengths option if he wishes to do
so, and be given a reasonable chance to end up with a fairly level
stance. Again the line should be placed so that the lateral water hazard
will not rise beyond the line after the heaviest rainfall, parkoxl it becom-
ing casual water.

Drop Areas

When using drop areas, place an appropriate sign within the area
in an out-of-the-way location so as to distinguish it from "ground under
repair." Make the area large enough to allow foe a reasonable lie after
excessive divot taking. The area to be used should be enclosed by con-
nectitlg white lines. Make certain the drip area IS reasonably flat and
not sloping.

Drop areas are often used in situations where the better'shot is often
penalized more than the poorer one. Example: On sonie long par three
holes a ball that hits near the grOen is sucked back into the water.
Sometimes the only-logical option that exists due to the terrain is the
stroke and distance option.- A player who hits a shorter shot into the
lateral water hazard can find an area where a drop can be made with-
out losing the entire distance. Drop areas are usually essential to speed
up-play when there is a large lake.

It is sometimes necessary to make rriore'than one drop area on a
hole, as a player may not drop nearer to the hole than the rule which
covers the situation dictates. When drop area are made for water
Nazar* or lateral water hazards, the player n elect one of the other
options available ratheu.illan use the drop area. When drop areas, are
made for other relief situations other than for water, the player may be
limited to only using the drop area for relief. It should be spelled out
on the Local Rules Sheet or on the scorecard whether a choke or a
rmust procedure is to be followed.

Ground under Repair

1. The primary reason for marking areas as ground under repair is to
insure fairnessto grant relief from a bad lie which may have re-
sulted from a gdod shot. Inferior shots should not be rewarded
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with relief. The recommended rule of thumb is to mark the bad

areas of the fairway and the areas close to the fah-way and near the

green as ground under repair. Rarely is the area outside the ropes

at,major tournaments marked as ground under repair.
2. When stakes are used, they are often painted orange, although green

and other colors can be used as long as the color key appears on
the local rules sheet; when lines are used, they should be white, A11,4,

lines should be connected. Spray paint will last longer than libie as

lime washesaway. it is recommended that stakes, when used, be

uniform in size, using 1 X 2 -inch stakes with S inches above the

ground. Stakes are sometimes used in remote areas which rarely

come into play, while lines are used in the usuaj, playing areas.

-Ground under repair" should be for temporary conditions. The

area should be repaired as soon as possible.
Paved paths and curbing are now automatically obstructions

under the rules of golf as of January I, 1976. Most golf car p44:15'

have a worn out area immediately adjacent to them which may-be

marked as "ground under repair.-- However, to eliminate excessive

marking as w.g11 as excessive drops, USGA Decision 76-31, dated

November 15, 1976, states: "White lined areas tying into artificially
surfaced roads or paths have the same status as the roads or paths

and thus they are obstructions, not ground under repair. Relief

without penalty is provided under rule 31=28(1).- This wording

should be used on the local rules sheet.
3. The lines should be carefully marked. Riding in golf cars while

marking these areas is not recommended. Avoid marking several

small areas near one another rather than one longer area to prevent

players "leap frogging" from One area to another. Also consider the

contour of the drop area and the possibility of4oss of distance. Un-

paved roads and paths are rarely marked as ground under repair.

After each day of the competition, the stakes should be checked

to see that they have not been moved and the lines should should be

viewed to see that they are clear and have not worn off. Areas of

"ground under repair," whether new or overlooked, should be

marked before the competition commences on each day of the event.

Once the players have teed off on any day, new areas should not be

marked unless the committee is reasonably certain that no other

competitor has played a ball from the area in question.

Obstructions
Movable obstructions may be marked with Muck stakes or a small

black circle on ,the obstruction, if there is good reason why it should
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not be moved. Immovable obstructions such as large permanent ob-
structions should also be cornered with black stakes or by placing a
small black circle on course buildings. The recommended size of the
stake is 1 X 1-inches with 8 inches above the ground. Obstructions
may also be surrounded by white ilas with a notice regarding the
marking of obstructions on the rules sheet.

Fairways

When the condition of the course warrants using "preferred lies"
or -winter rules" when in the fairway of the hole being played, it may
be necessary to outline the fairways with a white line it there is not a
definite -line made by thq,difference of the cut of the rough. If only a
large portion.of a fairway or only a couple of holes are in poor condi-
tion, it is suggested to only play "preferred lies- on these sections or
holes, specifying this tact on the rules sheet. When the total course is
played using "preferred lies- when on the "fairwayi; or tb hole being
played, it is necessary to cx Jid a line from each fairway s!a few yards
behind each green, making a "keyhole" pattern on each hole, thus
separating the -fairway- of ne- hole froth that of another hole.

Hole Locations on the Putting Green

The 11 points recommended by the US(JA (Decision 72-23) regard-
ing hole locations on the putting green are as follows:
1. Study the design of the hole as the architect intended it to be played.

Know the length of the shot to the green and how it' may" be af-
, fected by the probable conditions for the daythat is wind and

other weather elements, condition of the turf from which the shot
. will be played, and holding quality of the green.
2. There must be enough putting green surface between the hole and

the front and sides of the green to accommodate the required
shot, e.g., for a long iron or wood shot to the green, the hole
should be located deeper in the green and further from its sides
than may be the case for a short pitch shot. In any case, the USGA
recommends that the hole be located-a least live paces from any
edge of the green. If a bunker is close tc the edge, or if the ground
slopes away from the edge, the dist- nee may well be greater,
'especially if ON shot is more than a pitch. Consideration should be
given to fair opportunity for recovery after a reasopably good shot
that just.misses the green.
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3. k area two to three feet radius round the hole should be in good
condition without any steep slOp or if possible, any changes in the
degree of slope. In other words,,the green i the holing-out area
should be as nearly level as poss ble and of orm grade, but it
need not be exactly level. In no caseshoul, holes be -located in '
tricky places or on sharp slopes where a ball an gather speed. A--
player above the hole should be able to put with a reasonable
degree of boldness and not purely efensively.

4. Consider the condition of nearby turf, espeei Ily taking care to
avoid old hole plugs which have not gompletelyz h alecl.

5. Holes should be out as nearly on the vertical as ossible, not plumb
with the contour of the green. 'i

6. There should be a balanced -selectio of dole locations for the en-
tire course with respect to left, right central, front and back posi-
tions, e.g., beware of too many left positions with remitting pre-
mium on drawn or hooked shots.

7. For a competition played over several days, the course should be

kept in balance daily as to the degiee of difficulty. In a stroke
competition, the first hole of the first round is as important as the
last hole of the last round, and so the course should not be set up
appreciably more difficult for any round. Balanced treatment' is '4

the aim. An old concept of making the course progressively harder
round after round is falacious. One form of balanced daily treat-
ment is to select six quite difficult hole locations, six that are sonic-
what less difficult, and six of mode'rate difficulty. -

8. In early rounds anticipate player's traffic gatterns and avoid lo-
cating many holes when walking across the gl-een by many players
could spoil good hole locations for later rounds. .

9_, In match play, a hole location may be changed during a round, it
necessary, provided the opponents in each match play die sable lo-
cation. In stroke play. Rules 36-4A require that all competitors in
a single- round play with each hole cut in the slime position, When
36 holes'of stroke play are played in one day, it is not customary
for a hole location to be changed between rounds, but there is no
rule to prohibit such a change. If they are changed, all competitors

should be informed.
10. The greenskeeper who cuts the hole should make sure that the

rules of golf are observed, especially the requirements that the'hole
liner not exceed:4V4 inches in diameter, and that it be sunk at
least I inch below the putting green surface. (Definition 15)

11. During practice days before a competition, it is ativipble to locate
holes in areas not likely to be used dufing play, pvgferably at the
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fronts and the backs keens- in mind the areas which
'will be impaired by foot a revatterns.
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GOLF AUDIOVISUAL AIDS?

MARGAREt CUMMINS

s listed are subject to change. Numbers in rarenthese

to jihn distributors listed on ['lige 126. A comprehensive list r5f,go7

films may Se acquired Iron; the National Golf ,,,zinclat Form

A. The Foundation's address is 200 Castlewihod Drive, North

Palm Beach, .)3408.

FIIV-(16m otherwise specified)

Cont._
of ,Beginning Golfer. 21 min., sound, b&w.

ct.swing and 10 common errors of beginning

ne -Blo ,c- Sound, b&w Dep de on the. Ladies.

E
Pr' e al r Cy..

Golf Advanced. CO nun., I and 8mm.1ale or reltdal. Club selection

-and techniques agxecuting golf's:special shots, (3, 9) )

GNP -Building Totli Swing. 27 min., sound, Mu/. Rental from Indiana

Univ4s1ty, Urkiversity of Wisconsin, PGA. Shows tlevtloping natural

swing thrbfigh`stance, rhythm, tipper and lower body movement

(1, 6, 11)
Golf- Pitching. Pitch and Run and Sand Shots. 12 min.. sound, b&w.

Rental from Indiana University. University of W'creensin. PGA.

Covers fundamentals of short approach shots and .extr104m shots

from sand. (1, 6, 11)

Golf Putting. 10 min., sound, b&w. Rental from Indiana Lrniversity,

University of Wisconsin; PGA, Covers wrist, tap and stroke methods

of putting and reading greens. (1, 6, 11)

Keep Ent In the. Fairway. 38 nun. Loan fr6i PGA. Emphasizes the

five solf fundamentals which PGA believes are essential to every

golf swing. (6)
The Masters 1970-1977. 40 min. Behind tbe scenes at Augusta. Selected

accounts of each year's tournament at dcourse descriptions_ (8)

Modern Golf Instruction Films. Sound, color. 6 units. Sate or rental.

Newest films for golf instruction. (5)

Unit I. Golf-A Special Kind of Jov. Salt; $160. Introduction tq game

of golf, equipment and swing.
II. How to Build a Golf Swing. Two 17 min. reels. Sale $340.

Understanding of swing movements emphasizing six major concepts.

g

A
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Unit III. The Short Approach Shots. 10 min. Sale $100. Pitch and

chipAwith swing adaptation and coure factors.
Unit, N. The Special Challenge Shots.- 15 min. Sale $150. Swing

adaptations for weather, recovery, course design and topography.

Unit V. Putting -Golfs End Game, 1.3" min. Sale $130. Geometric

factors of putting, building stroke and confidence.

Unit VI. Courtesy On The Course.' 18 min! Sate $120. Golf course

etiquette and playing procedures_
Rules of Golf: Hazards. 18 min., sound, color. Rend. Covers rules

for buhkers and water hazards. (12) .
.

Sweeten. Your Swing. 26 min., sound, color. Sale $2754 rental $75,

Features LPGA players giving detailed,instruction on swing and

special shots, (7)
Tips From Top Pros. 12 mM. , sound, b&w. Rental $15 each. Instration

by top touring pros. (9)
No. 1 How to Handle Each Club
No. 2 trouble Lies
No. 3 Long Irons
No. 4 Grip
No. 5 Trouble Shots

Winning Secrets of If 21 min., sound, b&w. Rental or sale. instruc=

tional tips on all ects of the game. Featuring Sam Snead and

Billy Casper, Jr. (9)' -

Women .t World of Coif-Three reels. Sale (9) or rental. (6)

Patty keig: Basic. swing, fairway Woods, hook and slice and sand

shots. (15 min.)
'Betsy Rawls; Short irons, chipping and putting. (17 min) '

Mickey Wright; Swing technique for hitting the long ball. (20 min.)

Filmstrips (35mm)

Golf Group Instruction. Color, sound. Sale. AAHPER/Lifetime Sports'

Education Project illustrating group teaching techniilu

87.

Slides (35mm)

Golf Rules In Pictures. $25 pet set. Explains bas rules based on 11SGA

publication, GorIT Rulesn Pictures. (12)

Basic Golf ,Rules. 140 color coded slides. Sale $150 per set =includes

carousel tray and index. Appropriate for teaching rules to beginners

or alivaneed players. (2)
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Rules of Golf. 30 min., 35mm carousel and syncl ronizer. Lo or
rent. Narrated rules of golf. (6) t ,

Film Distributors

(1) Circulation Department,. Audio Visual Indiana University,
Bloomington, IN 47401.

(2) Iowa State University, Media Resources Center, 121 Pearson Hall,
Ames, IA 50010. _,.

Lewis Film Service,1425-Past Central, Wichita, KS-67214.
(4) Ladies Professional Golf Association 'Office, 919 Third Avenue,

44th Floor, New York, NY 10022.
(5) AAHPER Educational Media Services, 1201 Sixteenth Street,

N.W.; Watingtoh, DC20030;
(6) Professionil Golf Association Audio-Visual library, Box 12458,

LAe Park, FL 33403.
..(7) Pentagon Park Tower, 4940 Viking Drive, Minnea polis, MN 55435.
(8) Pontiac Masters Drawer 9430, Lansingi.MI 48908.
(9)- Sportlite Films, 20 North Wacker Drive, Chicago, IL 60606

(10) Uttiversity of Iowa, Division of Extension and' University Sbrvices,
A.-V Center_ City, IA 52240.

(11) University of Wisconsin-Extension, Bureau of '-Audio-Visual In-
strgtion, 1327 University Avenue, Post Office Box 2093, Madison,
WM3701.

(12) United States Golf Association, Film Library, Golf House, Liberty
Corners Road, Far Hills, NJ 07931.
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NAG-WS SPORTS LIBRARY-
I

SPORTS GUIDES, RULEBOOKS, TECIIINIQUES BOOKS

See listing inside frOnt cover.

SCOREBOth(S
Available for basketball, f ld hokkey, ari d

SELECTED SPORTS ARTICLES
'Available for -archery, basketball lie! d hockey, gyrrn

4n.d riding.

IIAGWS AND AIAW SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS
MAW IIANDBOOK and DIRECTORY
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF RESIARCH INVOLVING I 1 1,1 SUli-

ACTS
EQUALITY IN SPORT FOR WOMEN
WOMEN'S ATHLETICS: COPING,,W1T11 CONTROVTRSY
FUNDAMENTALS OE ATIII:ETIC TRAINING I. WOMEN
LEAGUE' CONSTITUTION AND -BYLAWS EOR GIRLS ':R-

ScaoLAsTic SPORTS A SUGGESTED GUIDE.
MOTIVATION IN COAnlING A TEAM SPORT
NA( WS RESEARCH REPORTS II and III
RIDING STANDARDS (Revised 1978)

RELATED AAHP R PUBLICATIONS
COMPLYING WITH TITLE IX. IN PHYSICAL I DUCATION AND

SPORTS
DEVELOPMENT or HUMAN VALUES FIIRO 1 H SPORTS
DRUGS AND 'THE COACH''

' Till WINNING EDGE (sports psychology)
NUTRITION FOR A.ITILETES
PROGRAMS THAT WORIsi -TITLE IX
RULES FOR.COEDUCATIONAI ACTIVITIES AND SPORTS il
SPORTS SKILLS -TEST MANUALS (for archery, basketball, soft-

ball, volley_ all)
INTRAMUR L IDEAS
INTRAMUR L PORTFOLIO
SAFETY IN TEAM SPORTS
SAFETY IN INDIVIDUAL AND DUAL SPORTSTS
SAFETY IN AQUATIC ACTIVITIES

For current prices and order information, write AAIIPER Promotion
Unit, 1201 Toth St N,W., Washington, D,C, 20036.
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